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A SPLITTING THEOREM FOR THE SEIBERG-WITTEN INVARIANT OF
A HOMOLOGY S1 ˆ S3
JIANFENG LIN, DANIEL RUBERMAN, AND NIKOLAI SAVELIEV
Abstract. We study the Seiberg–Witten invariant λSWpXq of smooth spin 4-manifolds X
with rational homology of S1 ˆ S3 defined by Mrowka, Ruberman, and Saveliev as a signed
count of irreducible monopoles amended by an index-theoretic correction term. We prove
a splitting formula for this invariant in terms of the Frøyshov invariant hpXq and a certain
Lefschetz number in the reduced monopole Floer homology of Kronheimer and Mrowka. We
apply this formula to obstruct existence of metrics of positive scalar curvature on certain 4-
manifolds, and to exhibit new classes of homology 3-spheres of infinite order in the homology
cobordism group.
1. Introduction
Let X be a smooth oriented spin 4-manifold with the rational homology of S1 ˆ S3.
Such manifolds play an important role in the study of homology cobordisms of homology
3-spheres and in addressing certain classification problems in 4-dimensional topology; see
discussion in [54]. Their study, however, represents a challenge because the usual count of
the Seiberg–Witten monopoles on X generally depends on the auxiliary choices of metric
and perturbation and hence does not result in a smooth invariant of X. This problem has
been remedied by Mrowka, Ruberman, and Saveliev [41], who defined an invariant λSWpXq
for integral homology S1 ˆ S3 by adding an index-theoretic correction term to the count of
the Seiberg–Witten monopoles on X; we will extend their definition to the case of rational
homology S1ˆS3 in this paper. Because of its gauge theoretic nature, the invariant λSWpXq
is difficult to compute directly from its definition. We address this problem in the current
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paper by expressing λSWpXq in terms of Floer theoretic invariants via a gluing theory, the
way it is done for the classical Seiberg–Witten invariants.
An invariant relevant to this gluing theory was defined by Frøyshov [11]: under the addi-
tional hypothesis that a generator of H3pX;Zq is carried by an embedded rational homology
sphere Y , he showed [11, Theorem 8] that the invariant hpY, sq arising from the monopole
Floer homology of Y with the induced spin structure s is an invariant of the spin manifold X
alone; we will denote this invariant by hpXq. The invariants λSWpXq and hpXq are certainly
different: for instance, the mod 2 reduction of λSWpXq equals the Rohlin invariant of X, while
this is not the case for hpXq.
The following theorem establishes a precise relation between λSWpXq and hpXq. It is
followed by some strong applications (Theorems B, C, and D below) to the study of metrics
of positive scalar curvature and of the homology cobordism group of homology 3-spheres.
Theorem A. Let X be a smooth oriented spin rational homology S1 ˆ S3 which is homology
oriented by a choice of generator in H1pX;Zq. Assume that the Poincare´ dual of this generator
is realized by a rational homology sphere Y Ă X. Let s be the induced spin structure on Y ,
and let W be the spin cobordism from Y to itself obtained by cutting X open along Y . Then
λSWpXq ` hpXq “ ´Lef pW˚ : HM redpY, sq Ñ HM redpY, sqq. (1)
The reduced monopole Floer homology HM redpY, sq that appears in the statement of this
theorem is the Floer theory defined by Kronheimer and Mrowka [23], with rational coefficients.
We could use instead the monopole Floer homology defined by Frøyshov [11], which would
change the sign of the Lefschetz number because of different grading conventions in the two
theories. The rational homology sphere Y in Theorem A is oriented by the rule that the
orientation on a curve Hom-dual to α followed by the orientation on Y gives the orientation
on X. The precise sign convention for λSWpXq is described in Section 2.1.
In the special case of X “ S1 ˆ Y , where Y is an integral homology sphere, Theorem A
reduces to a theorem of Frøyshov [11, Theorem 5] which relates the Casson invariant λpY q, the
Frøyshov invariant hpY q, and the Euler characteristic of HM redpY q. An analogous theorem
[11, Theorem 7] holds for manifolds X with b2`pXq ą 1 once the term λSWpXq ` hpXq in
formula (1) is replaced by the usual Seiberg–Witten invariant.
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1.1. An outline of the proof. The proof of Theorem A relies on the calculation of the two
terms in the definition of λSWpXq, the count of the Seiberg–Witten monopoles on X and the
index-theoretic correction term, using metrics on X with long necks p0, Rq ˆ Y . This neck
stretching technique for counting monopoles is well known in gauge theory, although mainly in
the separating case. The non-separating case at hand was studied in [10, Section 11.1] under
the technical assumption of the absence of reducible monopoles on the non-compact manifold
W8 obtained by attaching infinite product ends to W . In our case, this assumption fails
because b`2 pW q “ 0. Instead, we prove that such a reducible monopole does not cause any
trouble because it is isolated in the sense that a sequence of irreducible monopoles onX cannot
converge to it as RÑ8. This is proved using an a priori estimate on the smallest eigenvalue
of the Dirac Laplacian on a manifold with long neck. We provide a detailed argument in
Sections 7, 8, and 9, which all use the setup of the book [23]. As a result, we are able to
match the count of monopoles on X with a certain Lefschetz number in the monopole Floer
chain complex. The truly novel part of the proof of Theorem A, however, is the calculation of
the correction term in λSWpXq, which boils down to calculating the index of the spin Dirac
operator on a manifold with periodic end modeled on the infinite cyclic cover of X as RÑ8.
This is done in two substantially different ways, one direct in Section 6 and the other using
the end-periodic index theorem of [42] in Section 11.
A very useful technical result underpinning the proof of Theorem A is the existence of
Riemannian metrics on the manifoldW8 with infinite product ends which make the L
2 Sobolev
completion of the spin Dirac operator invertible. This existence result, which is proved in
Section 10 in all dimensions divisible by four, is an extension of the generic metric theorem
of [1] to certain non-compact manifolds. One advantage of working with such generic metrics
is that they greatly simplify the treatment of perturbations needed to ensure the regularity
of the Seiberg–Witten moduli spaces, and allow to avoid perturbations on manifolds with
periodic ends altogether. See the discussion at the end of Section 2.1.
1.2. Calculations and applications. The splitting formula of Theorem A makes the invari-
ant λSWpXq computable in a number of cases. This is due, on one hand, to the availability
of advanced computational tools in monopole Floer homology (such as Floer exact trian-
gles and the Pinp2q symmetry), and on the other, to the identification between monopole
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Floer homology and Heegaard Floer homology, by the work of Kutluhan, Lee, and Taubes
[25, 26, 27, 28, 29], or alternatively, the work of Colin, Ghiggini, and Honda [6, 7, 8] and
Taubes [62]. This newly found computability of λSWpXq leads to a number of applications,
of which we present two in Sections 4 and 5. In both applications, the Lefschetz number in
formula (1) vanishes, albeit for different reasons.
The first application gives an obstruction to a 4-manifold having a Riemannian metric of
positive scalar curvature. Historically [63], the Seiberg–Witten invariants have been used to
produce many obstructions of this nature that go well beyond the classical index-theoretic
obstruction of Lichnerowicz [31]. We add to this body of knowledge the following theorem,
which was originally proved by the first-named author [33, Theorem 1.2] using different tech-
niques. It was conjectured in [33, Remark 1] that there should exist a proof along the lines of
this paper.
Theorem B. Let X be a smooth oriented spin rational homology S1 ˆ S3 which is homology
oriented by a choice of generator in H1pX;Zq. Assume that the Poincare´ dual of this generator
is realized by a rational homology sphere Y Ă X with the induced spin structure s. Then X
admits no Riemannian metric of positive scalar curvature unless λSWpXq ` hpY, sq “ 0.
It was shown in [41] that λSWpXq reduces modulo 2 to the Rohlin invariant ρpXq. As
in [33], this fact leads to the corollary that, if X admits a metric of positive scalar curvature,
any rational homology sphere Y carrying the generator of H3pX;Zq must satisfy the relation
hpY, sq “ ρpXq pmod 2q with respect to the induces spin structure s. For example, if a
generator of H3pX;Zq is carried by the Brieskorn homology sphere Σp2, 3, 7q, then X cannot
admit a positive scalar curvature metric.
The second, and more elaborate, application is to the study of homology cobordisms. Re-
call that oriented 3-manifolds Y0 and Y1 are called homology cobordant (respectively, Z{2
homology cobordant) if there exists a smooth, compact, oriented cobordism W from Y0 to
Y1 such that H˚pW,Yi;Zq “ 0 (respectively, H˚pW,Yi;Z{2q “ 0) for i “ 0, 1. The homology
cobordism group Θ3Z is generated by oriented integral homology 3-spheres, modulo the equiv-
alence relation of being homology cobordant. Similarly, the Z{2 homology cobordism group
Θ3
Z{2 is generated by oriented Z{2 homology 3-spheres, modulo the equivalence relation of
being Z{2 homology cobordant.
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Let us first consider the group Θ3Z. Recall that the Rohlin invariant provides a surjective
homomorphism ρ : Θ3Z Ñ Z{2. Manolescu [37] used Pinp2q-equivariant Seiberg–Witten theory
to show that this homomorphism does not split, that is, no integral homology sphere Y with
ρpY q “ 1 has order two in Θ3Z. It seems reasonable to conjecture that ρpY q “ 1 in fact implies
that Y has infinite order in Θ3Z; indeed, this was shown to be true for all Seifert fibered
homology spheres by the third-named author [57]. Generalizing this result, we show that the
conjecture holds under an additional assumption that Y is h-positive or h-negative: a Z{2
homology sphere Y is said to be h-positive (respectively, h-negative) if the reduced monopole
homology HM redpY, sq corresponding to the unique spin structure s on Y is supported in
degrees ě ´2hpY, sq (respectively, ď ´2hpY, sq ´ 1); see Definition 5.3 for more details. All
Seifert fibered homology spheres satisfy this assumption, and many more examples can be
found in Section 5.
Theorem C. Any h-positive (or h-negative) integral homology sphere Y with ρpY q “ 1 has
infinite order in Θ3Z.
It is worth mentioning that, instead of using Theorem A, one could follow similar arguments
to deduce Theorem C from Stoffregen’s connected Seiberg–Witten Floer homology [60].
Let us now turn our attention to the group Θ3
Z{2 where we can prove a stronger result. Let
Θ3L be the subgroup of Θ
3
Z{2 generated by all the L-spaces (over Q) that are Z{2 homology
spheres. It was shown by Stoffregen [61] (using the invariants α, β, and γ) and Hendricks,
Manolescu, and Zemke [19, Proposition 1.4] (using the invariants d and d) that the Brieskorn
homology sphere Σp2, 3, 7q has infinite order in the quotient group Θ3
Z{2{Θ3L. In particular,
this implies that Θ3
Z{2{Θ3L is an infinite group. The following theorem generalizes this result
by exhibiting a large family of such manifolds.
Theorem D. Any h-positive (or h-negative) Z{2 homology sphere Y with ρpY q ‰ hpY q
pmod 2q has infinite order in the group Θ3
Z{2{Θ3L.
A further study of the h-positive (h-negative) condition using the rational surgery formula
of Ozsva´th and Szabo´ [51] leads to the following corollary.
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Corollary E. Let Y be an integral homology sphere obtained by 1{n surgery on a knot K in
S3 with n odd, and suppose that ArfpKq “ 1. Then Y has infinite order in Θ3Z in the following
cases :
(1) K is the figure-eight knot;
(2) K is a quasi-alternating knot with non-zero signature σpKq.
We remark that the Frøyshov invariant hpY q in the above corollary vanishes both in case
(1) and in case (2) whenever n ¨ σpKq ą 0 (see Lemma 5.13) hence the result of the corollary
cannot be proved using hpY q alone. It may be possible, however, to give an alternative proof
using other Frøyshov–type invariants involving the Pinp2q-symmetry, such as the invariants
α, β, and γ of Manolescu [37, 32] and the invariants d and d of Hendricks and Manolescu [18],
once their behavior under the connected sum operation is better understood.
Example. Let Y be the integral homology sphere obtained by 1{n surgery on a two-bridge
knot Kp24m˘ 5, 3q or Kp24m˘ 11, 3q with m ą 0 and odd n ą 0. Then hpY q “ 0 and Y has
infinite order in the groups Θ3Z and Θ
3
Z{2{Θ3L.
Another major reason to study the group Θ3
Z{2 is to gain information about the smooth knot
concordance group Cs via passing to the double branched cover of the knot. Recall that a knot
K is called Khovanov-homology thin (over Z{2) if its reduced Khovanov homologyĄKhpK;Z{2q
is supported in a single δ-grading (see [21, 22]). Such knots are very common: all quasi-
alternating knots [39] and 238 of the 250 prime knots with up to 10 crossings are Khovanov-
homology thin. Let Cthin be the subgroup of Cs generated by the Khovanov-homology thin
knots. Theorem D has the following curious corollary.
Corollary F. Any knot K whose double branched cover satisfies the conditions of Theorem
D generates an infinite cyclic subgroup in Cs{Cthin.
Example. Let K be the p3, 12n ´ 5q or p3, 12n ´ 1q torus knot, n ą 0. Then the connected
sum #mK (m ą 0) is never smoothly concordant to any Khovanov-homology thin knot.
In our subsequent paper [34], we will use similar techniques to compute the invariant
λSWpXq for the mapping tori X of all smooth orientation preserving involutions τ : Y Ñ Y
on integral homology spheres Y with the quotient S3. That calculation will confirm the
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conjecture [41, Conjecture B] for all such mapping tori X by identifying λSWpXq with its
Yang–Mills counterpart, the invariant λFOpXq of Furuta and Ohta [12].
1.3. Organization of the paper. We begin by reviewing the definitions of the monopole
Floer homology and of the invariants λSWpXq and hpY, sq that go into the statement of
Theorem A in Section 2. We also use this section to settle various technical matters and
introduce some notations. The proofs of Theorems A, B, C and D, as well as Corollaries E
and F, are given in the three sections that follow. They rely on certain technical results whose
proofs are postponed until later in the paper for the sake of exposition. The first of these
results, discussed in Section 6, is a calculation of the index-theoretic correction term wpX, gq
on manifolds with long necks. An alternative calculation using the end-periodic index theorem
of [42] is given in Section 11. Both calculations boil down to computing the L2 index of a spin
Dirac operator on certain manifolds with periodic ends, which we do in all dimensions n ” 0
pmod 4q. Similar techniques lead to the first eigenvalue estimates in Section 7. These are
later used for the compactness and gluing results in Sections 8 and 9. Several of these results
rely on the generic metric theorem whose proof uses a rather different set of techniques and
for this reason is postponed until Section 10.
Although many results in this paper can be generalized to spinc structures, we will be
mainly concerned with spin structures. We will omit spin structures on 4-manifolds from our
notations. We will usually include spin structures on 3-manifolds, to be consistent with [23].
One exception are Z{2 homology spheres: each of these has a unique spin structure which will
be omitted.
Acknowledgments: We are thankful to Tye Lidman, Ciprian Manolescu, and Matthew
Stoffregen for generously sharing their expertise.
2. Preliminaries
We begin by recalling the definitions of all the invariants involved and settling some tech-
nical matters.
2.1. The invariant λSWpXq. Let X be an oriented smooth 4-manifold with rational homol-
ogy of S1ˆS3, equipped with a fixed spin structure. We will review the definition of λSWpXq
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following [41]. Note that the invariant λSWpXq was defined in [41] only for an integral ho-
mology S1 ˆ S3 but a careful check of details shows that the construction of [41] extends to
a rational S1 ˆ S3 essentially word for word. There are only two exceptions, which will be
discussed in Remark 2.1 and Remark 2.2. With a slight abuse of language, we will cite [41]
directly.
Fix a homology orientation on X by choosing a generator 1 P H1pX;Zq “ Z. Given a
metric g on X and a co-closed 1-form β P Ω1pX; iRq orthogonal to H1pX; iRq (the space
of harmonic 1-forms on X), consider the triples pA, s, ϕq consisting of a Up1q connection A
on the determinant bundle of the spin bundle, a real number s ě 0, and a positive spinor
ϕ such that }ϕ}L2pXq “ 1. The gauge group Map pX,S1q acts freely on such triples by the
rule upA, s, ϕq “ pA´ u´1du, s, uϕq. The blown-up Seiberg–Witten moduli space MpX, g, βq
consists of the gauge equivalence classes of triples pA, s, ϕq that solve the perturbed Seiberg–
Witten equations $’&’% F
`
A ´ s2 τpϕq “ d`β
D
`
A pX, gqpϕq “ 0.
The solutions are referred to as monopoles. Monopoles with s “ 0 are called reducible,
and all other monopoles are called irreducible. The latter are identified with the irreducible
monopoles in the usual moduli Seiberg–Witten moduli space via the map pA, s, ϕq Ñ pA, sϕq.
According to [41, Proposition 2.2], the moduli space MpX, g, βq is regular for a generic
choice of pg, βq. In particular, MpX, g, βq is a compact oriented manifold of dimension zero
that contains only irreducible solutions. The count of points in MpX, g, βq with signs deter-
mined by the orientation and homology orientation is denoted by #MpX, g, βq. The invariant
λSWpXq is defined in [41] by the formula
λSWpXq “ #MpX, g, βq ´ w pX, g, βq,
where wpX, g, βq is the correction term which cancels the dependence of #MpX, g, βq on the
parameters pg, βq. The definition of wpX, g, βq is as follows.
Let Y Ă X be a connected manifold which is Poincare´ dual to the chosen generator in
H1pX;Zq. Note that Y is canonically oriented, and inherits a spin structure s from X.
Denote by W the cobordism from Y to itself obtained by cutting X open along Y . For any
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smooth compact spin manifold Z with spin boundary Y , consider the manifold
Z8pXq “ Z Y W0 Y W1 Y W2 Y . . . (2)
with periodic end modeled on the infinite cyclic cover of X; each of the manifolds Wi in this
formula is just a copy of W . Choose a metric and a perturbation on Z8pXq which match
the metric and the perturbation over the end lifted from those on X. Then the operator
D`pZ8pXq, g, βq “ D`pZ8pXq, gq ` β is Fredholm with respect to the usual Sobolev L2
completion, and the correction term
wpX, g, βq “ indD`pZ8pXq, g, βq ` 1
8
signZ (3)
is independent of the choice of Y and Z.
Remark 2.1. The proof of well-definedness of wpX, g, βq in [41, Proposition 3.2] makes use of
the following fact: if X is an integral homology S1ˆS3, its p–fold cyclic cover Xp is a rational
homology S1ˆS3 for any prime number p. This need not be true if X is a rational homology
S1 ˆ S3. However, one can use the argument of [41] to show that Xp is a rational homology
S1ˆS3 as long as the prime number p is large enough so that H˚pX;Z{pq “ H˚pS1ˆS3;Z{pq.
This is sufficient to complete the proof of well-definedness of wpX, g, βq.
Theorem A of [41] asserts that λSWpXq is independent of the choice of metric g and generic
perturbation β, and that the reduction of λSWpXq modulo 2 is the Rohlin invariant of X.
Remark 2.2. Unlike in the case of an integral homology S1 ˆ S3 treated in [41], different
spin structures on X may lead to different invariants λSWpXq. To keep our notations clean,
we will not include the spin structure in the notation. Note that when X is a Z{2 homology
S1 ˆ S3, different spin structures are all equivalent as spinc structures and hence give the
same invariant λSWpXq.
There are several implicit orientation conventions that go into the definition of λSWpXq.
We will not discuss them here but notice that altering these conventions consistently only
changes λSWpXq by an overall sign. The sign of λSWpXq was fixed in [32, Section 11.2] by
the condition
λSWpS1 ˆ Y q “ ´λpY q,
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where λpY q is the Casson invariant of an integral homology sphere Y normalized so that
λpΣp2, 3, 5qq “ ´1 for the Brieskorn homology sphere Σp2, 3, 5q oriented as a link of complex
surface singularity.
We conclude this section by addressing an important technical point about choices of metrics
and perturbations. According to [53], the operator D`pZ8pXq, g, βq can be made Fredholm
by choosing a generic metric g and letting β “ 0. This choice of metric also guarantees
[41, Proposition 7.2] that the moduli space MpX, g, 0q has no reducibles but not that it is
regular. One way to ensure regularity is to choose a generic perturbation β small enough so
that indD`pZ8pXq, gq “ indD`pZ8pXq, g, βq. Then
λSWpXq “ #MpX, g, βq ´ w pX, gq, (4)
where wpX, gq stands for wpX, g, 0q. The perturbation β in this formula can be replaced by a
more general perturbation γ as in [41, Section 9.2] or in Section 8.2 below. As long as γ ensures
regularity and is small enough, one can connect γ and β by a generic path tβt | 0 ď t ď 1u of
small perturbations. Since the perturbations βt are small, the unionď
0ďtď1
MpX, g, βtq
contains no reducibles (just like MpX, g, 0q) and provides an oriented cobordism between
MpX, g, βq and MpX, g, γq, as explained in [41, Proposition 9.4]. This gives us the formula
λSWpXq “ #MpX, g, γq ´w pX, gq. (5)
2.2. Monopole Floer homology. In this subsection, we will briefly recall the definition
of the monopole Floer homology HMpY, sq. We will focus on the special case when Y is a
rational homology sphere and s is a spin structure, which will suffice for the purpose of this
paper. The general definition can be found in Kronheimer–Mrowka [23, Chapter 1]. We will
work with rational coefficients and omit the coefficient ring from our notations.
Let Y be an oriented rational homology sphere with a Riemannian metric h and a spin
structure s. An important example to have in mind is the rational homology sphere Y Ă X of
Theorem A with the induced spin structure s. Trivialize the spinor bundle S and choose the
product connection B0 to be our reference connection. We will make the following assumption,
which according to [1, Theorem 1.1] holds for a generic metric h.
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Assumption 1. The spin Dirac operator DpY, hq has zero kernel.
Let CpY q be the Sobolev L2
k´1{2 completion of the affine space of configurations pB,ψq,
where B is a connection in S, ψ is a spinor, and k ě 3 is an integer which will be fixed
throughout the paper. We refer to CpY q as the configuration space. We also introduce the
blown-up configuration space CσpY q, which consists of the triples pB, s, ψq, where B is a
connection in S, s ě 0 is a real number, and ψ is a spinor with }ψ}L2pY q “ 1.
Let p : CσpY q Ñ CpY q be the natural projection sending pB, s, ψq to pB, sψq. Using the
terminology of [23], configurations in CpY q are said to be downstairs, and those in CσpY q are
said to be upstairs. A downstairs configuration pB,ψq is called irreducible if ψ ‰ 0, while
an upstairs configuration pB, s, ψq is called irreducible if s ‰ 0. All other configurations are
called reducible. The projection p provides a diffeomorphism between the spaces of irreducible
configurations upstairs and downstairs; we denote both of these spaces by C˚pY q.
The group of L2
k`1{2 gauge transformations u : Y Ñ S1 acts on CpY q by the formula
upB,ψq “ pB ´ u´1du, uψq and on CσpY q by the formula upB, s, ψq “ pB ´ u´1du, s, uψq.
Both actions restrict to an action on C˚pY q. The corresponding quotient spaces will be denoted
by BpY q, BσpY q, and B˚pY q. Note that B˚pY q is a Hilbert manifold, while BσpY q is a Hilbert
manifold with boundary. The boundary of BσpY q, given by the equation s “ 0, contains the
gauge equivalence classes of all reducible configurations rpB, 0, ψqs.
The monopole Floer homology was defined in [23] as a variant of Morse homology of the
Chern–Simons–Dirac functional L : CpY q Ñ R. The definition of L can be found in [23,
Definition 4.1.1]. To ensure that transversality holds, L is perturbed using a perturbation
q which is the formal gradient of a gauge invariant functional f : CpY q Ñ R. Note that q
has two well-defined components, the connection component q0 and the spinor component
q1. The perturbed Chern–Simons–Dirac functional is denoted by Lq “ L ` f . Its gradient
gradLq “ gradL` q gives rise to a vector field vσq on BσpY q.
Let ǫ0 ą 0 be any small number such that DpY, hq has no eigenvalues in the interval r´ǫ0, ǫ0s
(the existence of ǫ0 follows from Assumption 1). Then one can prove as in [33, Proposition
2.8] that there exist perturbations q satisfying the following assumption.
Assumption 2. The perturbation q satisfies the following three conditions:
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(a) q is nice, that is, qpB, 0q “ 0 for all B; in other words, q equals zero when restricted to
reducible configurations,
(b) q is admissible, that is, the critical points of vσq are non-degenerate and the moduli spaces
of trajectories connecting them are regular; see Definition 22.1.1 of [23], and
(c) the derivative of the spinor component q1 of q satisfies the inequality››DpB0,0q q1p0, ψq››L2pY q ď 14 ǫ0 ¨ }ψ}L2pY q (6)
for any ψ P L2
k´1{2pY ;Sq.
Under Assumption 2, the set C of critical points of vσq is discrete and can be decomposed
into the disjoint union of three subsets:
‚ Co: the set of irreducible critical points;
‚ Cs: the set of reducible, boundary stable critical points (i.e., reducible critical points
near which vσq points inside the boundary);
‚ Cu: the set of reducible, boundary unstable critical points (i.e., reducible critical points
near which vσq points outside the boundary).
We will next take a closer look at the reducible critical points. According to [23, Corollary
4.2.2], the vector field gradL ` q has a unique reducible critical point rpB0, 0qs downstairs,
which we call rθs. The situation with the reducible critical points upstairs is quite different.
To describe it, consider the perturbed Dirac operator
DB0,qpY, hq “ DB0pY, hq `DpB0,0q q1p0,´q : L21 pY ;Sq ÝÑ L2pY ;Sq.
This is a self-adjoint elliptic operator. Since q is admissible, its eigenvalues are all non-zero
and have multiplicity one. We enumerate them so that
¨ ¨ ¨ ă λ´2 ă λ´1 ă 0 ă λ0 ă λ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ .
For each λi pick an eigenvector ψi of unit L
2-norm and let rθis “ rpB0, 0, ψiqs P BσpY q. Then
Cs “ trθis | i ě 0u and Cu “ trθis | i ă 0u.
Let Co (respectively Cs and Cu) be a vector space over Q with the basis terαsu indexed by
the critical points rαs in Co (respectively Cs and Cu). Define a linear map Boo : Co Ñ Co by
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the formula
Boo erαs “
ÿ
rβsPCo
#M˘prαs, rβsq ¨ erβs
where M˘prαs, rβsq is the moduli space of unparameterized flow lines going from rαs to rβs
and #M˘prαs, rβsq is the signed count of points in this moduli space. (This number is set to
be zero if the dimension of the moduli space is positive.) One defines maps Bos : Co Ñ Cs and
Buo : Cu Ñ Co similarly. Consider the vector spaces
C “ Cs ‘ Cu, qC “ Co ‘ Cs and pC “ Co ‘ Cu.
The monopole Floer homologies HMpY, sq,~HMpY, sq andzHMpY, sq are defined, respectively,
as the homology of the chain complexes pC, 0q, p qC,qBq and p pC,pBq with the differentials
qB “
¨˝
Boo 0
Bos 0
‚˛ and pB “
¨˝
Boo Buo
0 0
‚˛.
(Note that our formulas are simpler than those in [23] because we are working with a rational
homology sphere Y and a nice perturbation q.) The chain map i : C Ñ qC with the matrix¨˝
0 Buo
1 0
‚˛
induces a natural map
i˚ : HMpY, sq ÝÑ~HMpY, sq. (7)
We define the reduced monopole Floer homology as HM redpY, sq “ coker i˚. This is a finite
dimensional vector space. Note that this definition matches the definition of the reduced
monopole Floer homology in [23, Definition 3.6.3] because of the long exact sequence [23,
(3.4)]. A rational homology sphere Y is called an L-space (over Q) if the reduced monopole
Floer homology HM redpY, sq vanishes for all spinc structures s.
All these different versions of monopole Floer homology are modules over the polynomial
ring QrU s, where U is a formal variable of degree ´2. In fact, we have canonical isomor-
phisms HMpY, sq – QrU,U´1s and im i˚ – QrU s{U ¨QrU s as well as a non-canonical splitting~HMpY, sq – im i˚ ‘HM redpY, sq. In addition, the monopole Floer homology has the so-called
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“TQFT property”. More precisely, any spinc cobordism pW, sW q from pY0, s0q to pY1, s1q in-
duces a morphism
pW, sW q˚ : HMpY0, s0q Ñ HMpY1, s1q (8)
of QrU s-modules, where HM stands for any one of the monopole Floer homologies ~HM ,zHM , HM or HM red. Each of these morphisms is induced by a respective chain map, whose
definition requires further perturbations as described in Section 8.2. Note that in the current
paper, we only consider spin structures sW and omit them from our notations.
Next, we need to discuss the canonical gradings in monopole Floer homology. With each
critical point rαs P C one associates two gradings,
grQprαsq P Q and grp2qprαsq P Z{2;
see [23, page 587] for the former and [23, page 427] for the latter. These naturally induce
(absolute) Q and Z{2 gradings on ~HMpY, sq, zHMpY, sq and HM redpY, sq. The generators
rθis P HMpY, sq are graded by grQprθisq and grp2qprθisq if i ě 0, and by grQprθisq ´ 1 and
grp2qprθisq´1 if i ă 0. In all cases, the U -action decreases the Q-grading by two and preserves
the Z{2 grading. We will use the Z{2 grading to define various Lefschetz numbers, and use
the Q-grading to define the Frøyshov invariant.
Definition 2.3. The Frøyshov invariant hpY, sq is defined as negative one-half of the lowest
Q-grading of elements in impiq, where i is the map (7). If X is a spin homology S1ˆS3 as in
Theorem A, we define its Frøyshov invariant by the formula hpXq “ hpY, sq, where Y Ă X is
an oriented rational homology sphere Poincare´ dual to 1 P H1pX;Zq, with the induced spin
structure s. It follows from [11, Theorem 8] that hpXq is well-defined.
The Frøyshov invariant hpY, sq is an invariant of spinc rational homology cobordism. It is
also known [11, Theorem 3] that it changes sign with the change of orientation and that it
is additive with respect to connected sums. A Heegaard Floer version of hpXq was defined
in [30] without the assumption that Y be a rational homology sphere.
We will conclude this section by computing the gradings of the generators rθis P HMpY, sq.
To this end, consider a smooth compact spin manifold Z with spin boundary Y and define
npY, h, sq “ indD`pZ8q ` 1
8
signZ, (9)
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where D`pZ8q is the spin Dirac operator on the manifold Z8 with cylindrical end obtained
by setting X “ S1ˆ Y in formula (2). In essence, npY, h, sq is a special case of the correction
term (3) and, like the latter, it is independent of the arbitrary choices in its definition.
Lemma 2.4. For any i ě 0, we have grp2qprθisq “ 0 and grQprθisq “ ´2npY, h, sq ` 2i.
Proof. This follows directly from the definition of grp2q and grQ (see the discussion at the end
of [23, Page 421]). The only non-trivial point is the use of Assumption 2 (c) to ensure that
DB0,qpY, hq can be deformed into DB0pY, hq without acquiring non-zero spectral flow, which
allows one to compute the grading with zero perturbation. 
3. Proof of Theorem A
Our proof will use the neck stretching operation which is well-known in gauge theory; we
will use its non-separating version.
3.1. Manifolds with long necks. Let X be a spin rational homology S1ˆS3 and Y Ă X a
rational homology sphere Poincare´ dual to the choice of homology orientation 1 P H1pX;Zq.
The spin structure on X induces a spin structure s on Y . Let h be a metric on Y satisfying
Assumption 1, and extend it to a metric g on X which takes the form g “ dt2`h in a product
region r´ε, εs ˆ Y , ε ą 0. Given a real number R ą 0, consider the spin manifold ‘with long
neck’
XR “W Y pr0, Rs ˆ Y q (10)
obtained by cutting X open along t0uˆY and gluing in the cylinder r0, RsˆY along the two
copies of Y . We also consider the non-compact manifold
W8 “ pp´8, 0s ˆ Y q Y W Y pr0,`8q ˆ Y q (11)
with two product ends. The metric g induces metrics on XR and W8, which will be denoted
respectively by gR and g8.
Assumption 3. The metric g on X has the form g “ dt2`h in a product region r´ε, εsˆY ,
ε ą 0, and makes the spin Dirac operator
D
`pW8, g8q : L21 pW8; S`q ÝÑ L2pW8; S´q (12)
invertible.
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The existence of metrics satisfying Assumption 3 will be proved in Theorem 10.3; see also
Remark 10.4. Note that, once Assumption 3 is satisfied, the metric h that shows up in its
statement will automatically satisfy Assumption 1.
The proof of Theorem A will rely on the following two theorems about manifolds with long
necks, whose proofs occupy Section 6 to Section 11.
Theorem 3.1. Let g be a metric on X satisfying Assumption 3. Then, for all sufficiently
large R, the correction term wpXR, gRq in formula (4) is well-defined, and we have the equality
(see (9))
wpXR, gRq “ npY, h, sq.
Theorem 3.2. Let g be a metric on X satisfying Assumption 3. Then, for all sufficiently
large R and all sufficiently small perturbations pˆR (defined in Section 8.2) which make the
moduli space MpXR, gR, pˆRq regular, we have the equality
#MpXR, gR, pˆRq “ ´Lef pW˚ : Co Ñ Coq.
3.2. The proof. Let g be a metric on X satisfying Assumption 3. Fix a large number
N P ´2npY, h, sq ` 2Z and consider the truncated monopole chain complex p qCďN ,qBďN q for
Y . It is generated by the irreducible critical points and the boundary stable reducible critical
points of grading ď N . Then we have a short exact sequence
0 ÝÝÝÝÑ CsďN ÝÝÝÝÑ qCďN ÝÝÝÝÑ Co ÝÝÝÝÑ 0,
where the chain complex CsďN is generated by the boundary stable reducible critical points
of grading ď N and has trivial differential. By Lemma 2.4, each m P ´2npY, h, sq ` 2Z with
´2npY, h, sq ď m ď N contributes a generator to CsďN . Therefore, we have
dim pCsďN q “
N ` 2npY, h, sq
2
` 1.
The cobordism W induces chain maps W˚ on the three chain complexes in the above exact
sequence making the following diagram commute
0 ÝÝÝÝÑ CsďN ÝÝÝÝÑ qCďN ÝÝÝÝÑ Co ÝÝÝÝÑ 0§§đW˚ §§đW˚ §§đW˚
0 ÝÝÝÝÑ CsďN ÝÝÝÝÑ qCďN ÝÝÝÝÑ Co ÝÝÝÝÑ 0
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With the obvious abuse of notations, the Lefschetz numbers of the three maps W˚ in this
diagram are therefore related by the equation
Lefp qCďN q “ LefpCsďN q ` LefpCoq.
Lemma 3.3. The restriction of W˚ to the chain complex C
s
ďN is the identity map.
Proof. This is essentially proved in [23, Proposition 39.1.2]. The result is stated there for
homology but it holds as well for the chain complex because the boundary map is trivial for
grading reasons. 
By Lemma 2.4, the Z{2 gradings of the generators of CsďN are all zero. Then Lemma 3.3
implies that LefpCsďN q “ dimpCsďN q and therefore
Lefp qCďN q “ N ` 2npY, h, sq
2
` 1 ` LefpCoq. (13)
On the other hand, for all sufficiently large N , the group HM redpY, sq can be identified
with the cokernel of the map
iďN :ĘHMďN pY, sq ÝÑ~HMďN pY, sq.
Therefore, we have the commutative diagram
0 ÝÝÝÝÑ impiďN q ÝÝÝÝÑ ~HMďN pY, sq ÝÝÝÝÑ HM redpY, sq ÝÝÝÝÑ 0§§đW˚ §§đW˚ §§đW˚
0 ÝÝÝÝÑ impiďN q ÝÝÝÝÑ ~HMďN pY, sq ÝÝÝÝÑ HM redpY, sq ÝÝÝÝÑ 0
with the exact rows, which gives us the identity
Lefp~HMďN pY, sqq “ LefpimpiďN qq ` LefpHM redpY, sqq.
Since impiďN q is a finite length U -tail whose top grading is N and lowest grading is ´2hpY, sq,
we have
dimpimpiďN qq “ N ` 2hpY, sq
2
` 1.
The restriction of W˚ on impiďN q is the identity map by Lemma 3.3, therefore, Lefpim i˚q “
dimpim i˚q and
Lefp~HMďN pY, sqq “ N ` 2hpY, sq
2
` 1` LefpHM redpY, sqq. (14)
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Combining (13) and (14) with the fact that the Lefschetz number of a chain map equals the
Lefschetz number of the induced map on homology, we obtain the identity
N ` 2npY, h, sq
2
` 1` LefpCoq “ N ` 2hpY, sq
2
` 1` LefpHM redpY, sqq
and, after simplification,
´LefpCoq ´ npY, h, sq ` hpY, sq “ ´LefpHM redpY, sqq.
The proof is now complete because it follows from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 that, for all
sufficiently large R and the small perturbation pˆR,
λSWpXq “ #MpXR, gR, pˆRq ´w pXR, gRq “ ´LefpCoq ´ npY, h, sq.
4. Proof of Theorem B
In this section we prove Theorem B, which is an application of Theorem A to the question
of existence of metrics of positive scalar curvature.
Let X be as in the statement of Theorem B and suppose that it admits a metric of positive
scalar curvature. According to a theorem of Schoen and Yau [59], the Poincare´ dual to the
generator ofH1pX;Zq can be realized by an embedded manifoldM Ă X which admits a metric
of positive scalar curvature. Since the first Chern class of the spin structure sM induced on
M vanishes, it follows from [23, Proposition 36.1.3] that HM redpM, sM q “ 0. Note that the
manifold M need not be a rational homology sphere, however, we will prove that its existence
implies that Lef pW˚ : HM redpY, sq Ñ HM redpY, sqq “ 0.
Our proof will adapt the argument of Frøyshov [11, Section 13] that shows the well-
definedness of the Lefschetz number. Since M generates H3pX;Zq, the standard covering
space theory implies that the manifold M lifts to the infinite cyclic cover X˜, and that this lift
can be arranged to be disjoint from a copy of Y . It follows that, for some k ě 0, the manifold
W pkq “ W YY W YY . . .YY W (k times)
contains a copy of M separating its two boundary components. Therefore, the map
pW˚qk “W pkq˚ : HM redpY, sq ÝÑ HM redpY, sq
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factors through HM redpM, sM q “ 0 making W˚ nilpotent. It then follows that the trace of
W˚ vanishes in each Z{2 grading, and that the Lefschetz number of W˚ must therefore be
zero.
5. Proof of Theorem C and D
We now prove Theorems C and D from the introduction which assert that, in a number of
circumstances, a homology sphere must have infinite order in the homology cobordism groups
Θ3Z or Θ
3
Z{2{Θ3L. The proofs can be found at the end of Section 5.1. The part of Section 5
after that is dedicated to examples and the proofs of Corollaries E and F.
5.1. A homology cobordism obstruction from HM red. Let pY, sq be a rational homology
sphere with a spinc structure then HM redpY, sq is graded by the rational numbers, and we
define the support of HM redpY, sq by the formula
SpY, sq “ t a P Q | HM reda pY, sq ‰ 0 u.
For the rest of this section, whenever we are considering the unique spin structure s on a Z{2
homology sphere Y , we will usually drop s from our notations. In particular, the notations
ρpY q, SpY q and hpY q will be used, respectively, to denote the Rohlin invariant, the support of
reduced monopole Floer homology, and the Frøyshov invariant for the unique spin structure.
Proposition 5.1. Let Y1 and Y2 be Z{2 homology spheres such that SpY1q X SpY2q “ H and
hpY1q ‰ ρpY1q pmod 2q. Then Y1 is not Z{2 homology cobordant to Y2.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that we have an Z{2 homology cobordism W1 from Y1 to Y2.
It carries a unique spin structure, which restricts to si on Yi. Reversing the orientation, we
obtain a spin cobordism ´W1 from Y2 to Y1. Now, consider the composite cobordism
W “W1 YY2 p´W1q
from Y1 to itself. The morphism
pW1q˚ : HM redpY1, s1q ÝÑ HM redpY2, s2q
induced by the cobordism W1 as in (8) preserves the absolute grading. Since the intersection
SpY1q X SpY2q is empty, we conclude that the map pW1q˚ must be zero. By functoriality, the
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map
W˚ : HM
redpY1, s1q ÝÑ HM redpY1, s1q
is also zero; in particular, its Lefschetz number vanishes. Let X be the homology S1 ˆ S3
obtained by identifying the two boundary components ofW via the identity map. Then, using
Theorem A, we obtain
λSWpXq “ ´hpY1q ´ Lef pW˚q “ ´hpY1q ‰ ρpY1q pmod 2q.
This contradicts [41, Theorem A] which asserts that λSWpXq equals the Rohlin invariant of
X modulo 2. 
Remark 5.2. For a Z{2 homology sphere Y with spin structure s, the condition hpY q ‰ ρpY q
pmod 2q is equivalent to condition that dimQHM redpY, sq is odd.
The following definition is a slight generalization of the one given in the introduction.
Definition 5.3. Let Y be a rational homology sphere with spinc-structure s.
‚ We will say that pY, sq is h-positive ifHM redpY, sq is supported in degrees ě ´2hpY, sq,
that is, SpY, sq Ă r´2hpY, sq,`8q.
‚ We will say that pY, sq is h-negative ifHM redpY, sq is supported in degreesď ´2hpY, sq´
1, that is, SpY, sq Ă p´8,´2hpY, sq ´ 1s.
Because Heegaard Floer homology is (at present) easier to compute, we would prefer to
use it in place of the monopole Floer homology in our calculations whenever possible. In fact,
these two theories are known to be isomorphic. Furthermore, by combining the main results
of [15, 16, 13], the absolute Q-gradings in the two theories coincide. Therefore, the relation
dpY, sq “ ´2hpY, sq between the Frøyshov invariant and the Heegaard Floer correction term
holds for any rational homology spheres. It then follows that the property of pY, sq being h-
positive (respectively, h-negative) can be characterized by saying that the reduced Heegaard
Floer homology HF redpY, sq is supported in degrees ě dpY, sq (respectively, in degrees ď
dpY, sq ´ 1).
Example 5.4. By a positive orientation on a Seifert fibered homology sphere we will mean the
canonical orientation of it as a link of singularity. Using the graded roots model for computing
Heegaard Floer homology [43, Section 11.13], one can show that all Seifert fibered homology
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spheres with positive orientation are h-negative, while the ones with negative orientation are
h-positive. According to [45, Proposition 8.3], the homology sphere obtained by 1{n surgery
on the figure-eight knot is h-negative if n ě 0 and h-positive if n ď 0. (Note that L-spaces
are both h-positive and h-negative.)
Lemma 5.5. A Z{2 homology sphere Y is h-positive if and only if the Z{2 homology sphere
´Y obtained from Y by orientation reversal is h-negative.
Proof. We use s and ´s to denote the spin structure on Y and ´Y respectively. Recall from
[23, (3.4)] that there is a long exact sequence1
¨ ¨ ¨ ÑzHMa`1pY, sq pY,aÝÝÝÝÑ HMapY, sq iY,aÝÝÝÝÑ ~HMapY, sq jY,aÝÝÝÝÑ zHMapY, sq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
therefore, the set SpY q can be equivalently defined as SpY q “ t a P Q | jY,a ‰ 0 u. Under the
natural duality isomorphisms
~HMapY, sq – pzHM´1´ap´Y,´sqq˚,zHMapY, sq – p~HM´1´ap´Y,´sqq˚,
the dual map
pjY,aq˚ :zHM´1´ap´Y,´sq ÝÑ~HM´1´apY,´sq
is exactly the map j´Y,´1´a, therefore, Sp´Y q “ t´1´ a | a P SpY qu. The result now follows
because hpY q “ ´hp´Y q. 
Lemma 5.6. For Z{2 homology spheres Y1, Y2, the connected sum Y1#Y2 is h-positive (re-
spectively, h-negative) if Y1 and Y2 are both h-positive (respectively, h-negative).
Proof. Because of Lemma 5.5, we only need to treat the h-negative case. Let us introduce
the notations
Tapbq “ pQrU s{U bqr´as and T ´a “ pQrU sqr´as, (15)
1While the grading convention for ~HM and HM are consistent with those for HF` and HF8, respectively,
the grading convention for zHM differs from that for HF´ by 1. For example, the generator of zHMpS3q as a
QrUs-module has grading ´1, while the generator of HF´pS3q has grading ´2. We follow here the conventions
of [24].
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where 1 P QrU s has degree 0 and for a graded moduleM , we follow the convention pM rcsqk “
Mk`c for the grading shift. Let sj (j “ 1, 2) be the spin structure on Yj. For both Y1 and Y2,
we have a (non-canonical) splitting of the QrU s-modules,
zHMpY1, s1q “ T ´´2hpY1q´1 ‘ Ta1pb1q ‘ . . . ‘ Takpbkq andzHMpY2, s2q “ T ´´2hpY2q´1 ‘ Tc1pd1q ‘ . . .‘ Tcℓ pbℓq.
By combining the connected sum formula for Heegaard Floer homology [46, Proposition 6.2]
with the identification between monopole Floer homology and Heegaard Floer homology (or
alternatively, by directly using the connected sum formula in [5, 4]) we obtain 2
zHMpY1#Y2, s1#s2q “
pzHMpY1, s1q bQrU szHMpY2, s2qqr´1s ‘ pTorQrU s pzHM pY1, s1q,zHM pY2, s2qqr´2s.
We will now trace the contributions of each of the summands of zHMpY1q and zHMpY2q tozHMpY1#Y2, s1#s2q:
‚ The tensor product
pT ´´2hpY1q´1 bQrU s T
´
´2hpY2q´1
qr´1s “ T ´´2hpY1q´2hpY2q´1
contributes the infinite U -tail to zHMpY1#Y2, s1#s2q;
‚ Each of the tensor products
pTaipbiq bQrU s T ´´2hpY2q´1qr´1s “ T´2hpY2q`aipbiq,
pT ´´2hpY1q´1 bQrU s Tcjpdjqqr´1s “ T´2hpY1q`cj pdjq,
pTaipbiq bQrU s Tcjpdjqqr´1s “ Tai`cj`1pminpbi, djqq
contributes a summand to the kernel of the map p Y1#Y2,˚;
‚ To compute Tor pTaipbiq bQrU s Tcjpdjqqr´2s, consider the following grading preserving
free resolution
0 ÝÝÝÝÑ T ´ai´2bi
UbiÝÝÝÝÑ T ´ai ÝÝÝÝÑ Taipbiq ÝÝÝÝÑ 0.
2Only the relatively graded version of this formula appears in [46]. One obtains the absolutely graded
version with the help of the Frøyshov invariant, which is additive under connected sum.
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By taking tensor product with Tcjpdjqr´2s and computing homology of the resulting
chain complex, we obtain
Tor pTaipbiq bQrU s Tcjpdjqqr´2s “ Tai`cj`2´2maxpbi,djqpminpbi, djqq,
which contributes another summand to the kernel of pY1#Y2,˚.
Since Y1 and Y2 are both h-negative, we have ai ď ´2hpY1q ´ 1 and cj ď ´2hpY2q ´ 1.
Also note that bi, dj ě 1. It is now easy to check that all the summands in ker pY1#Y2,˚ are
supported in degrees at most ´2hpY1q ´ 2hpY2q ´ 1 “ ´2hpY1#Y2q ´ 1. Therefore, Y1#Y2 is
h-negative, and the lemma is proved. 
Corollary 5.7. Let Y1 be an h-positive (respectively, h-negative) Z{2 homology sphere, and
suppose that hpY1q ‰ ρpY1q pmod 2q. Then Y1 is not Z{2 homology cobordant to any h-negative
(respectively, h-positive) Z{2 homology sphere Y2.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that Y1 is Z{2 homology cobordant to an h-negative Z{2
homology sphere Y2. Since both h and ρ are invariants of Z{2 homology cobordism,
hpY1q “ hpY2q and ρpY1q “ ρpY2q pmod 2q
and in particular hpY2q ‰ ρpY2q pmod 2q. Let h “ hpY1q “ hpY2q then SpY1q Ă r´2h,`8q
and SpY2q Ă p´8,´2h´1s so that SpY1q X SpY2q “ H. This contradicts Proposition 5.1. 
Corollary 5.8. Let Y1, Y2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Yn be h-positive Z{2 homology spheres, and a1, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , an
positive integers. Suppose that at least one of the Yj satisfies the condition hpYjq ‰ ρpYjq
pmod 2q. Then the connected sum
p#a1Y1q# . . .# p#anYnq (16)
cannot be Z{2 homology cobordant to S3. A similar result holds for h-negative homology
spheres.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that the connected sum (16) is Z{2 homology cobordant to S3.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that hpY1q ‰ ρpY1q pmod 2q. Then the manifold
´Y1, which is h-negative by Lemma 5.5, is Z{2 homology cobordant to the manifold
p#a1´1Y1q# . . .# p#anYnq,
which is h-positive by Lemma 5.6. This contradicts Corollary 5.7. 
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Proof of Theorem C. Suppose to the contrary that Y is of finite order in Θ3Z. Then hpY q “
0 ‰ ρpY q pmod 2q. This contradicts Corollary 5.8 since a Z homology cobordism is also a Z{2
homology cobordism. 
Proof of Theorem D. Suppose to the contrary that Y is of finite order in Θ3
Z{2{Θ3L. Then
there exists an integer n ą 0 and an L-space Y1 which is a Z{2 homology sphere, such that
p#nY q#Y1 is Z{2 homology cobordant to S3. This contradicts Corollary 5.8 since Y1 is both
h-positive and h-negative.

Proof of Corollary F. Using the spectral sequences of Ozsva´th-Szabo´ [47] and Bloom [3] one
can easily see that, for any Khovanov-homology thin knot K1, the double branched cover
ΣpK1q is an L-space over Z{2. The universal coefficient theorem then implies that ΣpK1q
is also an L-space over Q. Note that the double branched cover of I ˆ S3 with branch set
a smooth concordance between two knots is a Z{2 homology cobordism between the double
branched covers of the knots. The result now follows from Theorem D. 
5.2. Surgery on knots. In this section, we will use the rational surgery formula of Ozsva´th
and Szabo´ [51] to obtain a sufficient condition for a surgered manifold to be h-positive. Corol-
lary E will be proved in the next section by checking this condition and applying Theorem
C.
Let K be a knot in S3. Given co-prime integers p and q, denote by S3
p{qpKq the manifold
obtained by the p{q surgery on K. For any p ą 0, the manifold S3ppKq is a rational homology
sphere. It admits exactly p distinct spinc structures, which can be naturally identified [50]
with the elements of Z{p. The spinc structure on S3ppKq corresponding to an integer s will
be denoted by rss.
Theorem 5.9 (Ozsva´th-Szabo´ [48], Rasmussen [52]). For all sufficiently large p ą 0 and
all s P Z with |s| ď p{2 the Heegaard Floer homology group HF`pS3ppKq, rssq, viewed as a
relatively graded QrU s-module, is independent of p.
Proposition 5.10. Suppose that, for all sufficiently large p ą 0 and all s P Z with |s| ď p{2,
the rational homology sphere pS3ppKq, rssq is h-positive. Then, for any positive integer n, the
integral homology sphere S3
1{npKq is h-positive.
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Proof. This is a straightforward corollary of Ozsva´th-Szabo´’s rational surgery formula [51].
For the sake of completeness, we will sketch the argument here and refer the reader to [44]
for a concise summary. (See also [20], which treats a similar situation as here).
For a sufficiently large p ą 0 and any s P Z, consider n copies A`s,1, . . . , A`s,n of the Heegaard
Floer homology HF`pS3ppKq, rssq (this notation is justified by Theorem 5.9), and n copies
B`s,1, . . . , B
`
s,n of the module T
` “ QrU,U´1sLpU ¨ QrU sq. By [51, Theorem 1.1] and [20,
Remark 2.3], one can recover the Heegaard Floer homology HF`pS3
1{npKqq as the homology
of the mapping cone of a certain map
Φ1{n :
˜ à
sPZ, 1ďiďn
A`s,i
¸
ÝÑ
˜ à
sPZ, 1ďiďn
B`s,i
¸
.
In practice, one can take a large enough integer N and instead consider the mapping cone of
the truncated map
ΦN1{n : A
`
´N´1,n ‘
˜ à
´NďsďN, 1ďiďn
A`s,i
¸
ÝÑ
˜ à
´NďsďN, 1ďiďn
B`s,i
¸
.
This map is surjective so one has an isomorphism
ker ΦN1{n – HF`pS31{npKqq.
Furthermore, one can impose suitable absolute gradings on A`s,i such that the above isomor-
phism preserves the absolute grading. Recall that A`s,i admits a splitting A
`
s,i “ T ` ‘ Areds,i .
Let as,i be the absolute grading of the bottom term in T
` Ă A`s,i. Then
a0,i “ dpS31{npKqq for all 1 ď i ď n, and
as,i ě dpS31{npKqq for all s P Z and all 1 ď i ď n
by [20, (2.1)´ (2.4)]. Using the assumption that the spinc structure rss is h-positive for all
sufficiently large p ą 0, we conclude that A`s,i is supported in degrees ě as,i. This implies that
ker ΦN
1{n is supported in degrees greater than or equal to
inf
s,i
pas,iq “ dpS31{npKqq.
Therefore, the integral homology sphere S3
1{npKq is h-positive. 
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5.3. L-space knots and thin knots. In this section, we will apply Proposition 5.10 to the
classes of L-space knots and Floer homology thin knots, and then prove Corollary E.
Recall that a knot K is called an L-space knot (over the rationals) if there is a rational
number p{q ą 0 such that the manifold S3
p{qpKq is an L-space, that is,yHF p{q pS3p{qpKqq “ Q p.
This condition actually implies that S3
p1{q1pKq is an L-space for all p1{q1 ě p{q. Proposition
5.10 has the following corollary.
Corollary 5.11. Let K be an L-space knot. Then S3
1{npKq is h-positive for all n ą 0.
Remark 5.12. Using Corollary 5.11, one can derive a result similar to Corollary E for all
L-space knots. However, this can be proved directly using the Heegaard Floer correction
term.
Now we turn to the case of surgeries on Floer homology thin knots. We will need a number
of constructions involving Heegaard Floer homology of knots, for which we refer to the original
paper [48], as well as to the survey [38].
Recall that, for an even integer τ , a knot K is called Floer homology τ -thin (over the
rationals) if the bigraded knot Floer homology group {HFK˚pK, ˚q satisfies the condition
{HFKipK, jq “ 0 unless i “ j ` τ{2. (17)
The following lemma summarizes properties of thin knots that are useful for the application
we have in mind.
Lemma 5.13. Let τ be an even integer, K a Floer homology τ -thin knot, and n a positive
integer. Then
(1) dpS3
1{npKqq “ 2minp0,´r´τ{4sq. In particular, dpS31{npKqq ‰ 0 if and only if τ ă 0;
(2) If τ ą 0 then for all sufficiently large p ą 0 and all integers s such that |s| ď p{2 the
rational homology sphere pS3ppKq, rssq is h-positive.
Proof. Recall that the knot Floer complexes are generated by triples rx, i, js satisfying various
conditions, where i and j are integers, and x is an intersection point between Lagrangian tori
in the symmetric product of the Heegaard surface. For any a, b P Z, we will denote by
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Cti “ a, j “ bu the complex generated by triples rx, i, js with i “ a, j “ b. We will use similar
notations for the other complexes. It follows from (17) that HpCti “ a, j “ buq is supported
in degree (absolute Maslov grading) a` b` τ{2. Via a basic spectral sequence argument, this
implies that
HpCtminpi, j ´ squ ě 0q is supported in degrees ě s` τ{2, and
HpCtmaxpi, j ´ squ ď ´1q is supported in degrees ď s` τ{2´ 2.
With these two facts established, we can prove that
dpS31pKqq “ 2minp0,´r´τ{4sq
by repeating word for word the proof of [49, Corollary 1.5] (which deals with the special case
of an alternating knot K). Since dpS3
1{npKqq “ dpS31pKqq for any n ą 0 (see [44, Proposition
1.6]), claim (1) is proved.
We now turn to claim (2). Since the spinc structures rss and r´ss are conjugate to each
other, one has an isomorphism HF`pS3ppKq, rssq – HF`pS3ppKq, r´ssq. Therefore, it is suffi-
cient to consider the case of s ě 0. Recall from [48, 52] that there is an isomorphism
HF`pS3ppKq, rssq – HpCtmaxpi, j ´ sq ě 0uq.
of relatively graded QrU s-modules. For any integer a, denote by T `a the graded module
pQrU,U´1s{U ¨ QrU sqr´as (cf. (15)). Then we have a decomposition of absolutely graded
QrU s-modules,
HpCtmaxpi, j ´ sq ě 0uq – T `e ‘ V
for some integer e and a finite dimensional Q-vector space V . Consider the short exact
sequence
0Ñ Ctmaxpi, j ´ sq ě 0u ÝÑ Cti ě 0u ‘ Ctj ě su ÝÑ Ctminpi, j ´ sq ě 0u Ñ 0.
Since HpCtminpi, j ´ sq ě 0q is supported in degrees ě s` τ{2 ě 1, we obtain
Hď´1pCtmaxpi, j ´ sq ě 0uq – Hď´1pCti ě 0uq ‘Hď´1pCtj ě suq “ 0,
with the last equality following from the isomorphisms
HpCti ě 0uq – HF`pS3q – T `0 and HpCtj ě suq – HF`pS3qr´2ss – T `2s .
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Therefore, HpCtmaxpi, j ´ sq ě 0uq is supported in degrees ě 0. The proof will be complete
once we show that e “ 0. To this end, consider another short exact sequence
0Ñ Ctminp´1´ i, j ´ sq ě 0u ÝÑ Ctmaxpi, j ´ sq ě 0u pÝÝÝÝÑ Cti ě 0u Ñ 0.
Since Ctmaxp´1´ i, j ´ sq ě 0u is finite dimensional, for any sufficiently large integer m we
have isomorphisms
p˚ : H2mpCtminpi, j ´ sq ě 0uq – H2mpCti ě 0uq – Q.
Let ξ P H2mpCtminpi, j ´ sq ě 0uq be any non-zero element. Since HpCti ě 0uq – T `0 , we
have p˚pUmξq “ Ump˚pξq ‰ 0. This implies that Umξ ‰ 0 and
e “ 2m´ 2 ¨maxtn P Z | Unξ ‰ 0u ď 2m´ 2m “ 0.
Because HpCtmaxpi, j ´ sq ě 0uq is supported in degrees ě 0 we conclude that e “ 0, which
completes the proof. 
Corollary 5.14. Let K be a Floer homology τ -thin knot with τ ą 0. Then S3
1{npKq is h-
positive for all n ą 0.
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 5.13 (2) and Proposition 5.10. 
Proof of Corollary E. Since ArfpKq “ 1 and n is odd, it follows from the surgery formula
for the Rohlin invariant [17, 58] that ρpS3
1{npKqq “ 1 pmod 2q. Claim (1) now follows from
Example 5.4. To prove claim (2), consider the mirror image sK of the knot K. Since sK is
quasi-alternating and S3´1{npKq “ ´S31{np sKq, it is sufficient to consider the case of n ą 0.
According to [39], any quasi-alternating knot K is Floer homology σpKq-thin over Z{2, where
σpKq stands for the knot signature. By the universal coefficient theorem, this implies that
K is also Floer homology σpKq-thin over Q. If σpKq ă 0, it follows from Lemma 5.13 (1)
that dpS3
1{npKqq ‰ 0 and hence S31{npKq has infinite order in Θ3Z. If σpKq ą 0, it follows from
Corollary 5.14 that S3
1{npKq is h-positive and hence it has infinite order in Θ3Z. 
6. The correction term
In this section, we will prove Theorem 3.1. The index theory that will go into our proof
is not specific to dimension four, therefore, we will work in more generality than strictly
necessary.
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Let X be a connected smooth spin compact manifold of dimension n ” 0 pmod 4q with
a primitive cohomology class γ P H1pX;Zq. Let Y Ă X be a connected manifold Poincare´
dual to γ with the induced spin structure s. Choose a metric g on X which takes the form
g “ dt2 ` h in a product region r´ε, εs ˆ Y , ε ą 0. We will assume that pY, sq is a spin
boundary and that the Aˆ–genus of X vanishes; both of these conditions are automatic when
X is a homology S1 ˆ S3. Given a real number R ą 0, construct the spin manifold
XR “W Y pr0, Rs ˆ Y q (18)
as in (10) by cutting X open along t0u ˆ Y and gluing in the cylinder r0, Rs ˆ Y along the
two copies of Y . The metric g defines a metric gR on XR, which lifts to a metric gR on the
infinite cyclic cover of XR determined by γ. Following (2), denote by Z8pXRq the manifold
with periodic end modeled on this infinite cyclic cover, and by Z8 and W8 the manifolds
with product ends modeled on the product R ˆ Y with metric dt2 ` h. Note that W8 has
two ends, corresponding to the two boundary components of W . The metrics will often be
suppressed in our notations.
Theorem 6.1. Assume that the spin Dirac operator D`pW8q : L21 pW8; S`q Ñ L2pW8; S´q
is an isomorphism. Then for all sufficiently large R the end-periodic operator D`pZ8pXRqq
is Fredholm of index
indD`pZ8pXRqq “ indD`pZ8q.
The existence of metrics on W8 making the operator D
`pW8q invertible is addressed in
Theorem 10.3. When applied to a spin 4-manifold X with the rational homology of S1 ˆ S3,
Theorem 3.1 is a straightforward corollary of Theorem 6.1.
6.1. Preliminaries. We begin by proving two technical lemmas which will be used later in
the argument.
Lemma 6.2. Suppose A : H Ñ H 1 is a surjective bounded operator between Hilbert spaces.
Then there exists a constant C ą 0 such that for any vector v P H 1 one can find a vector
u P A´1pvq with }u}H ď C ¨ }v}H 1 .
Proof. By the open mapping theorem the map H{ kerAÑ H1 is an isomorphism. 
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Lemma 6.3. Let A1 : H Ñ H1 and A2 : H Ñ H2 be bounded linear operators between Hilbert
spaces, and assume that A2 is surjective. Then the operator A “ pA1, A2q : H Ñ H1 ‘H2 is
Fredholm if and only if the operator A1|kerA2 is Fredholm and
indA “ ind pA1|kerA2q .
Proof. The projection map imA Ñ H2 can be included in the short exact sequence 0 Ñ
im pA1|kerA2q Ñ imAÑ H2 Ñ 0, which is naturally a subsequence of the short exact sequence
0 Ñ H1 Ñ H1 ‘ H2 Ñ H2 Ñ 0. The quotient sequence 0 Ñ H1{ impA1|kerA2q Ñ pH1 ‘
H2q{ imA Ñ 0 Ñ 0 is exact by the snake lemma, which proves the equality of the cokernels
of the two operators in question. The equality of their kernels is clear. 
We will find it convenient to introduce the notationM “ r0, Rs ˆ Y and writeXR “W YM
and
Z8pXRq “ Z YY ´
1
M1 YY `
1
W1 YY ´
2
M2 YY `
2
W2 Y . . .
with Wn “ W and Mn “M for all n ě 1. Each of the manifolds Y ˘n is just a copy of Y but
the notations are chosen so that Mn is a cobordism from Y
´
n to Y
`
n while Wn is a cobordism
from Y `n to Y
´
n`1.
The spin Dirac operator DpY q is a self-adjoint elliptic operator on a compact manifold hence
it has a discrete spectrum with real eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. Denote by V˘pY q Ă
L2
1{2 pY ;Sq the subspaces spanned by the eigenspinors of DpY q with respectively the positive
and the negative eigenvalues. The L2 orthogonal projections onto these subspaces will be
denoted by π˘.
Lemma 6.4. The operator D`pW8q of Theorem 6.1 is invertible if and only if the following
two conditions are satisfied:
(1) the Dirac operator DpY q has zero kernel, and
(2) the Dirac operator
pD`pW q, π` ˝ r´, π´ ˝ r`q : L21 pW ;S`q Ñ L2 pW ;S´q ‘ V`pY q ‘ V´pY q
with the Atiyah–Patodi–Singer boundary conditions is an isomorphism. Here, r˘ :
L21pW ;S`q Ñ L21{2pY ;Sq denote the restriction maps to the boundary components
Y “ B´W and Y “ B`W of W .
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Proof. The condition on DpY q to have zero kernel is equivalent to the condition on D`pW8q
to be Fredholm. The relation between D`pW8q and the operator D`pW q with the Atiyah–
Patodi–Singer boundary conditions is well known; see [2, Proposition 3.11]. 
From now on, we will assume that the operator D`pW8q is invertible or, equivalently, that
the conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 6.4 are satisfied.
Given a family of Hilbert spaces Hi, i ě 1, their direct sum
À
Hi is the Hilbert space which
consists of all the sequences pu1, u2, . . .q of vectors ui P Hi such that
ř }ui}2Hi ă 8, the inner
product of sequences pu1, u2, . . .q and pv1, v2, . . .q being
ř pui, viqHi . Any uniformly bounded
family of bounded operators Ti : Hi Ñ H 1i gives rise to a well defined bounded operatorà
Ai :
à
Hi ÝÑ
à
H 1i
of norm sup }Ai}. An application of this abstract construction to the above splitting of
Z8pXRq yields the following result (we suppress spinor bundles in our notations).
Lemma 6.5. The natural restriction maps provide Hilbert space isomorphisms
L2pZ8pXRqq “ L2pZq ‘
`à
L2pWiq
˘ ‘ `àL2pMiq˘ and L21pZ8pXRqq “ ker r,
where r is the restriction map
L21pZq ‘
`à
L21pWiq
˘ ‘ `àL21pMiq˘Ñ ´àL21{2pY ´i q¯‘ ´àL21{2pY `i q¯
which sends ϕ0 ‘ pϕ1, ϕ2, . . .q ‘ pψ1, ψ2, . . .q to
pϕ0|Y ´
1
´ ψ1|Y ´
1
, ϕ1|Y ´
2
´ ψ2|Y ´
2
, . . .q ‘ pϕ1|Y `
1
´ ψ1|Y `
1
, ϕ2|Y `
2
´ ψ2|Y `
2
, . . .q.
Proof. Claim (1) is straightforward. To prove (2), observe that there is an obvious norm
preserving inclusion of L21pZ8pXRqq into ker r. The result now follows from the fact that all
spinors in ker r belong to L21,locpZ8pXRqq, see for instance Manolescu [36, Lemma 3]. 
Lemma 6.6. (1) The Dirac operator D`pMq : L21pMq Ñ L2pMq is surjective.
(2) The operator kerD`pMq Ñ V`pY ´q ‘ V´pY `q sending ψ to pπ`pψ|Y ´q, π´pψ|Y `qq is an
isomorphism.
(3) The restriction maps r˘ : L21pW ;S`q Ñ L21{2pY ;Sq of Lemma 6.4 are surjective.
(4) The restriction map r of Lemma 6.5 is surjective.
(5) The operator
À
D`pMiq :
À
L21pMiq Ñ
À
L2pMiq is surjective.
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Proof. Claim (1) is proved in [23, Corollary 17.1.5]; (2) can be easily verified using the spectral
decomposition of DpY q and the fact that kerDpY q “ 0; (3) is a standard fact about Sobolev
spaces; (4) follows from (3) and Lemma 6.2; (5) follows from (1) and Lemma 6.2. 
6.2. Proof of Theorem 6.1. The proof will essentially be a repeated application of Lemma
6.3 to the Dirac operator
D0 “ D`pZ8pXRqq : L21pZ8pXRq; S`q Ñ L2pZ8pXRq; S´q.
Step 1. Consider the operator
D1 : L
2
1pZq ‘
`à
L21pWiq
˘‘ `àL21pMiq˘
ÝÑ L2pZq ‘ `àL2pWiq˘‘ `àL2pMiq˘‘ ´àL21{2pY ´i q¯‘ ´àL21{2pY `i q¯
sending ϕ0 ‘ pϕ1, ϕ2, . . .q ‘ pψ1, ψ2, . . .q to
D
`ϕ0 ‘ pD`ϕ1,D`ϕ2, . . .q ‘ pD`ψ1,D`ψ2, . . .q ‘ pϕ0|Y ´
1
´ ψ1|Y ´
1
, ϕ1|Y ´
2
´ ψ2|Y ´
2
, . . .q
‘ pϕ1|Y `
1
´ ψ1|Y `
1
, ϕ2|Y `
2
´ ψ2|Y `
2
, . . .q
It follows from Lemma 6.5, Lemma 6.6 (4) and Lemma 6.3 that D0 is Fredholm if and only if
D1 is Fredholm, and
indD0 “ indD1.
Step 2. Observe that the kernel of
À
D`pMiq equals
À
kerD`pMiq and consider the operator
D2 : L
2
1pZq ‘
`à
L21pWiq
˘‘ `à kerD`pMiq˘
ÝÑ L2pZq ‘ `àL2pWiq˘‘ ´àL21{2pY ´i q¯‘ ´àL21{2pY `i q¯
sending ϕ0 ‘ pϕ1, ϕ2, . . .q ‘ pψ1, ψ2, . . .q to
D
`ϕ0 ‘ pD`ϕ1,D`ϕ2, . . .q ‘ pϕ0|Y ´
1
´ ψ1|Y ´
1
, ϕ1|Y ´
2
´ ψ2|Y ´
2
, . . .q
‘ pϕ1|Y `
1
´ ψ1|Y `
1
, ϕ2|Y `
2
´ ψ2|Y `
2
, . . .q
It follows from Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.6 (5) that the operator D1 is Fredholm if and only
if D2 is Fredholm, and
indD1 “ indD2.
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Step 3. Using the subspaces V`pY q and V´pY q spanned by the positive and negative eigen-
spinors of the operator DpY q, and the respective L2 orthogonal projections π` and π´, the
operator D2 can be written as the operator
D3 : L
2
1pZq ‘
`à
L21pWiq
˘‘ `à kerD`pMiq˘ ÝÑ L2pZq ‘ `àL2pWiq˘
‘ `àV´pY ´i q˘‘ `àV`pY `i q˘‘ `àV`pY ´i q˘‘ `àV´pY `i q˘
sending ϕ0 ‘ pϕ1, ϕ2, . . .q ‘ pψ1, ψ2, . . .q to
D
`ϕ0 ‘ pD`ϕ1,D`ϕ2, . . .q ‘ pπ´ϕ0|Y ´
1
´ π´ψ1|Y ´
1
, π´ϕ1|Y ´
2
´ π´ψ2|Y ´
2
, . . .q
‘ pπ`ϕ1|Y `
1
´ π`ψ1|Y `
1
, π`ϕ2|Y `
2
´ π`ψ2|Y `
2
, . . .q
‘ pπ`ϕ0|Y ´
1
´ π`ψ1|Y ´
1
, π`ϕ1|Y ´
2
´ π`ψ2|Y ´
2
, . . .q
‘ pπ´ϕ1|Y `
1
´ π´ψ1|Y `
1
, π´ϕ2|Y `
2
´ π´ψ2|Y `
2
, . . .q
Since the operators D2 and D3 are isomorphic, we have
indD2 “ indD3.
Step 4. By Lemma 6.6 (2), for each i ě 1 we have an isomorphism`à
V`pY ´i q
˘‘ `àV´pY `i q˘ “à kerD`pMiq.
Compose this isomorphism with the restrictions to respective boundary components and spec-
tral projections to obtain the operator`à
V`pY ´i q
˘‘ `àV´pY `i q˘ ÝÑà kerD`pMiq ÝÑ `àV´pY ´i q˘‘ `àV`pY `i q˘
sending ps1,`, s2,`, . . .q ‘ ps1,´, s2,´, . . .q to
peRDs1,´, eRDs2,´, . . .q ‘ pe´RDs1,`, e´RDs2,`, . . .q.
Here, we used the notation D “ DpY q. Note that e´RD is a smoothing operator on V` while
eRD is a smoothing operator on V´. The operator D3 can now be written as
D4 : L
2
1pZq ‘
`à
L21pWiq
˘‘ `àV`pY ´i q˘‘ `àV´pY `i q˘ ÝÑ L2pZq ‘ `àL2pWiq˘
‘ `àV´pY ´i q˘‘ `àV`pY `i q˘‘ `àV`pY ´i q˘‘ `àV´pY `i q˘
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sending ϕ0 ‘ pϕ1, ϕ2, . . .q ‘ ps1,`, s2,`, . . .q ‘ ps1,´, s2,´, . . .q to
D
`ϕ0 ‘ pD`ϕ1,D`ϕ2, . . .q ‘ pπ´ϕ0|Y ´
1
´ eRDs1,´, π´ϕ1|Y ´
2
´ eRDs2,´, . . .q
‘ pπ`ϕ1|Y `
1
´ e´RDs1,`, π`ϕ2|Y `
2
´ e´RDs2,`, . . .q
‘ pπ`ϕ0|Y ´
1
´ s1,`, π`ϕ1|Y ´
2
´ s2,`, . . .q
‘ pπ´ϕ1|Y `
1
´ s1,´, π´ϕ2|Y `
2
´ s2,´, . . .q
Since the operators D3 and D4 are isomorphic, we again conclude that
indD3 “ indD4.
Step 5. Consider the last two components of D4, that is, the operator
L21pZq ‘
`à
L21pWiq
˘‘ `àV`pY ´i q˘‘ `àV´pY `i q˘Ñ `àV`pY ´i q˘‘ `àV´pY `i q˘
sending ϕ0 ‘ pϕ1, ϕ2, . . .q ‘ ps1,`, s2,`, . . .q ‘ ps1,´, s2,´, . . .q to
pπ`ϕ0|Y ´
1
´ s1,`, π`ϕ1|Y ´
2
´ s2,`, . . .q ‘ pπ´ϕ1|Y `
1
´ s1,´, π´ϕ2|Y `
2
´ s2,´, . . .q.
This operator is obviously surjective. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 6.3 to the first four
components of D4 restricted to the kernel of the last two components. The resulting operator
D5 : L
2
1pZq ‘
`à
L21pWiq
˘Ñ L2pZq ‘ `àL2pWiq˘‘ `àV´pY ´i q˘‘ `àV`pY `i q˘
sends ϕ0 ‘ pϕ1, ϕ2, . . .q to
D
`ϕ0 ‘ pD`ϕ1,D`ϕ2, . . .q ‘ pπ´ϕ0|Y ´
1
´ eRDπ´ϕ1|Y `
1
, π´ϕ1|Y ´
2
´ eRDπ´ϕ2|Y `
2
, . . .q
‘ pπ`ϕ1|Y `
1
´ e´RDπ`ϕ0|Y ´
1
, π`ϕ2|Y `
2
´ e´RDπ`ϕ1|Y ´
2
, . . .q
It follows from Lemma 6.3 that the operator D4 is Fredholm if and only if D5 is Fredholm,
and
indD4 “ indD5.
Step 6. The operator D5 splits as D5 “ D6`K, where the operator D6 sends ϕ0‘pϕ1, ϕ2, . . .q
to
D
`ϕ0 ‘ pD`ϕ1,D`ϕ2, . . .q ‘ pπ´ϕ0|Y ´
1
, π´ϕ1|Y ´
2
, . . .q ‘ pπ`ϕ1|Y `
1
, π`ϕ2|Y `
2
, . . .q
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and the operator K sends ϕ0 ‘ pϕ1, ϕ2, . . .q to
0‘ 0‘ p´eRDπ´ϕ1|Y `
1
,´eRDπ´ϕ2|Y `
2
, . . .q ‘ p´e´RDπ`ϕ0|Y ´
1
,´e´RDπ`ϕ1|Y ´
2
, . . .q.
According to Lemma 6.4, the operator D “ DpY q has zero kernel. Denote by µ ą 0 the
smallest absolute value of the eigenvalues of DpY q then the operator norm of K does not
exceed C ¨ e´µR, where C is a constant independent of R. Therefore, if R is sufficiently large,
the operator D5 is Fredholm if D6 is Fredholm, and in this case
indD5 “ indD6.
The operator D6 further splits as a direct sum of the Dirac operator with the Atiyah–Patodi–
Singer boundary conditions,
D
0
6 : L
2
1pZq Ñ L2pZq ‘ V´pY ´1 q, ϕ0 Ñ pD`ϕ0, π´ϕ0|Y ´
1
q,
and an infinite family of operators
D
i
6 : L
2
1pWiq Ñ L2pWiq ‘ V`pY `i q ‘ V´pY ´i`1q, ϕi Ñ pD`ϕi, π`ϕi|Y `i , π´ϕi|Y ´i`1q,
for i “ 1, 2, . . .. By Lemma 6.4, each of the operators Di6 with i ě 1 is an isomorphism.
Therefore, the operator D6 is Fredholm if and only if D
0
6 is Fredholm, and
indD6 “ indD06.
The operator D06 is precisely the Dirac operator D
`pZq with the Atiyah–Patodi–Singer bound-
ary conditions. Since kerDpY q “ 0, the operator D`pZ8q is a Fredholm operator of index
indD06 “ indD`pZ8q,
see Atiyah–Patodi–Singer [2, Proposition 3.11]. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.
7. First eigenvalue estimate
In this section, we continue the study of manifolds XR defined in (18) by stretching the neck
of a spin manifold X of dimension n ” 0 pmod 4q. We will be interested in estimating the
first eigenvalue of D´pXRqD`pXRq as RÑ8. This estimate will be used in the compactness
argument in Section 8.
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Proposition 7.1. Let us assume that the spin Dirac operator D`pW8q : L22 pW8; S`q Ñ
L21 pW8;S´q is an isomorphism. Then there exist constants R0 ą 0 and ǫ1 ą 0 such that for
any R ě R0, the operator
∆R “ D´pXRqD`pXRq : L22 pXR;S`q Ñ L2 pXR;S`q
has no eigenvalues in the interval r0, ǫ21q.
Proof. For the purpose of this proof, we will view W as a cobordism from Y1 to Y2 with
Y1 “ Y2 “ Y . The manifold XR “ W Y pr0, Rs ˆ Y q is then obtained from W by gluing
t0u ˆ Y to Y2 and tRuˆ Y to Y1. Denote by V˘pY1q Ă L23{2 pY1;Sq and V˘pY2q Ă L23{2 pY2;Sq
the subspaces spanned by the eigenspinors of DpY1q and DpY2q with respectively positive and
negative eigenvalues. The L2 orthogonal projections onto these subspaces will be denoted by
π˘, and the restriction maps L
2
2 pW ;S`q Ñ L23{2 pYi;Sq will be denoted by ri with i “ 1, 2.
As in Lemma 6.4, the operator D`pW8q is an isomorphism if and only if the following two
conditions are satisfied:
(1) the Dirac operator DpY q has zero kernel, and
(2) the Dirac operator
pD`pW q, π` ˝ r1, π´ ˝ r2q : L22 pW ;S`q Ñ L21 pW ;S´q ‘ V`pY1q ‘ V´pY2q
with the Atiyah–Patodi–Singer boundary conditions is an isomorphism.
The operator ∆R is a non-negative self-adjoint elliptic differential operator hence all of its
eigenvalues have the form λ2 with a real λ ě 0. Using the fact that D`pXRq has zero index,
one can easily check that λ2 is an eigenvalue of ∆R if and only if the operator
D1 : L
2
2 pXR;S` ‘ S´q ÝÑ L21 pXR;S` ‘ S´q,
D1pψ`, ψ´q “ pD´ψ´ ´ λψ`, D`ψ` ´ λψ´q,
has non-zero kernel. We denote the restriction of pψ`, ψ´q to W , respectively, r0, Rs ˆ Y by
pϕ`, ϕ´q, respectively, pϕ˜`, ϕ˜´q. Supposing that pψ`, ψ´q belongs to the kernel of D1, then
the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) D`ϕ` “ λϕ´ and D´ϕ´ “ λϕ` on W ;
(ii) D`ϕ˜` “ λϕ˜´ and D´ϕ˜´ “ λϕ˜` on r0, Rs ˆ Y ;
(iii) pπ`ϕ`|Y1 , π´ϕ`|Y2 , π´ϕ´|Y1 , π`ϕ´|Y2q “ pπ`ϕ˜`|Y1 , π´ϕ˜`|Y2 , π´ϕ˜´|Y1 , π`ϕ˜´|Y2q;
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(iv) pπ´ϕ`|Y1 , π`ϕ`|Y2 , π`ϕ´|Y1 , π´ϕ´|Y2q “ pπ´ϕ˜`|Y1 , π`ϕ˜`|Y2 , π`ϕ˜´|Y1 , π´ϕ˜´|Y2q.
Lemma 7.2. (1) There exists a linear operator T`pλ,Rq : V`pY2q‘V`pY1q Ñ V`pY2q‘V`pY1q
such that, for any pϕ˜`, ϕ˜´q satisfying (ii),
T`pλ,Rqpπ`ϕ˜`|Y2 , π`ϕ˜´|Y1q “ pπ`ϕ˜´|Y2 , π`ϕ˜`|Y1q.
(2) There exists a linear operator T´pλ,Rq : V´pY1q ‘ V´pY2q Ñ V´pY1q ‘ V´pY2q such that,
for any pϕ˜`, ϕ˜´q satisfying (ii),
T´pλ,Rqpπ´ϕ˜`|Y1 , π´ϕ˜´|Y2q “ pπ´ϕ˜´|Y1 , π´ϕ˜`|Y2q.
(3) For any ǫ ą 0, there exist constants R0 ą 0 and ǫ2 ą 0 such that, for any R ě R0 and
0 ď λ ă ǫ2,
|T˘pλ,Rq| ă ǫ.
Proof. We focus on the case of T`pλ,Rq since the other case is similar. Over r0, Rs ˆ Y , use
Clifford multiplication with B{Bt to identify the bundles S` and S´ with each other and with
the pull back of the bundle S. This identifies the operators D`pr0, RsˆY q and D´pr0, RsˆY q
with the operators B{Bt`DpY q and B{Bt´DpY q, respectively.
Choose a complete system of orthonormal eigenspinors ϕi for DpY q, with corresponding
eigenvalues λi, i ě 1. Let Vi pY1q (respectively, Vi pY2q) denote the vector space spanned by
ϕi, treated as a section over Y1 (respectively, Y2). It is sufficient to define T`pλ,Rq on each
of the spaces Vi pY2q ‘ Vi pV1q with λi ą 0, which we will do next.
Let us write ϕ˜`pt, yq “ ř aiptqϕipyq and ϕ˜´pt, yq “ ř biptqϕipyq then condition (ii) takes
the form
d
dt
¨˝
ai
bi
‚˛ “
¨˝
´λi λ
λ λi
‚˛¨˝ai
bi
‚˛, (19)
for all i and t P r0, Rs. The matrix of this system will be denoted by Ai. Recall that Y2 is
identified with t0u ˆ Y and Y1 is identified with tRu ˆ Y , and express pbip0q, aipRqq in terms
of paip0q, bipRqq. The computation that follows is elementary if a bit tedious.
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The eigenvalues of Ai are ˘ωi, where ωi “
b
λ2i ` λ2, corresponding to the eigenvectors
pλ, λi ˘ ωiq. The solutions of (19) are explicitly given by the formula
x ¨ eωit ¨
¨˝
λ
λi ` ωi
‚˛` y ¨ eωipR´tq ¨
¨˝
λ
λi ´ ωi
‚˛ with x, y P C,
from which we obtain ¨˝
bip0q
aipRq
‚˛“
¨˝
λi ` ωi eωiRpλi ´ ωiq
eωiRλ λ
‚˛¨˝x
y
‚˛
and ¨˝
aip0q
bipRq
‚˛“
¨˝
λ eωiRλ
eωiRpλi ` ωiq λi ´ ωi
‚˛¨˝x
y
‚˛.
Therefore, ¨˝
bip0q
aipRq
‚˛ “ Bi
¨˝
aip0q
bipRq
‚˛,
where
Bi “ 1pλi ´ ωiq ´ pλi ` ωiqe2ωiR ¨
¨˝
λpe2ωiR ´ 1q ´2ωieωiR
´2ωieωiR λp1´ e2ωiRq
‚˛.
We define T`pλ,Rq on each of the spaces Vi pY2q ‘ VipY1q by the respective matrix Bi. To
derive estimate (3) we let λ0 be the smallest absolute value of the eigenvalues of the operator
DpY q. Note that λ0 is positive by our assumption on the kernel of DpY q and that ωi ě λ0 for
all i. For any λi ą 0 we obviously haveˇˇpλi ´ ωiq ´ pλi ` ωiqe2ωiR ˇˇ ą pλi ` ωiqpe2ωiR ´ 1q ą ωipe2ωiR ´ 1q,
hence ˇˇˇˇ
2ωie
ωiR
pλi ´ ωiq ´ pλi ` ωiqe2ωiR
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2 ¨ e
ωiR
e2ωiR ´ 1 ď 2 ¨
eλ0R
e2λ0R ´ 1
and ˇˇˇˇ
λpe2ωiR ´ 1q
pλi ´ ωiq ´ pλi ` ωiqe2ωiR
ˇˇˇˇ
ď λ
ωi
ď λ
λ0
.
Therefore, the norms of Bi approach zero uniformly over i as RÑ8 and λÑ 0. This proves
claim (3) for the operator T`pλ,Rq. 
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We now return to the proof of Proposition 7.1. It follows from Lemma 7.2 together with
conditions (iii) and (iv) that
pπ`ϕ´|Y2 , π`ϕ`|Y1 , π´ϕ´|Y1 , π´ϕ`|Y2q “
pT`pλ,Rqpπ`ϕ`|Y2 , π`ϕ´|Y1q, T´pλ,Rqpπ´ϕ`|Y1 , π´ϕ´|Y2qq.
Therefore, the pair pϕ`, ϕ´q belongs to the kernel of the operator D2 “ D3 ´K, where the
operators
D3,K : L
2
2pW ;S` ‘ S´q Ñ L21pW ;S` ‘ S´q ‘ V`pY2q ‘ V`pY1q ‘ V´pY1q ‘ V´pY2q
are given by the formulas
D3pϕ`, ϕ´q “ pD´ϕ´,D`ϕ`, π`ϕ´|Y2 , π`ϕ`|Y1 , π´ϕ´|Y1 , π´ϕ`|Y2q and
Kpϕ`, ϕ´q “ pλϕ`, λϕ´, T`pλ,Rqpπ`ϕ`|Y2 , π`ϕ´|Y1q, T´pλ,Rqpπ´ϕ`|Y1 , π´ϕ´|Y2qq.
One can easily see that D3 is isomorphic to the operator D0 ‘ D˚0 hence its kernel is zero by
our assumption on the kernel of D0 (note that the operator D0 has zero index). Therefore,
there exists a constant C0 such that the operator D2 “ D3 ´ K has zero kernel as long as
}K} ď C0, and so does the operator D1. The proposition now follows from Lemma 7.2 (3). 
The following result, which will be used in Section 11, is a straightforward extension of
Proposition 7.1 to the holomorphic family of operators
D
˘
z pXRq “ D˘pXRq ´ ln z ¨ df, z P C˚,
where f : X Ñ S1 is an arbitrary smooth function such that rdf s “ γ P H1pX;Zq. Note that
the operators D`z pXRq and D´z pXRq are adjoint to each other whenever |z| “ 1.
Proposition 7.3. Let us assume that the spin Dirac operator D`pW8q : L22 pW8; S`q Ñ
L21 pW8;S´q is an isomorphism. Then there exist constants R0 ą 0 and ǫ1 ą 0 such that for
any R ě R0, the operators
D
´
z pXRqD`z pXRq : L22 pXR;S`q Ñ L2 pXR;S´q, |z| “ 1,
have no eigenvalues in the interval r0, ǫ21q.
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Proof. The above proof can easily be adapted by introducing an extra parameter z into the
matching of the spinor bundles over Y1. This preserves the conditions (i) and (ii) but replaces
the conditions (iii) and (iv) with
(iii) pπ`ϕ`|Y1 , π´ϕ`|Y2 , π´ϕ´|Y1 , π`ϕ´|Y2q “ pz π`ϕ˜`|Y1 , π´ϕ˜`|Y2 , z π´ϕ˜´|Y1 , π`ϕ˜´|Y2q;
(iv) pπ´ϕ`|Y1 , π`ϕ`|Y2 , π`ϕ´|Y1 , π´ϕ´|Y2q “ pz π´ϕ˜`|Y1 , π`ϕ˜`|Y2 , z π`ϕ˜´|Y1 , π´ϕ˜´|Y2q.
The new operators T`pλ,Rq and T´pλ,Rq that show up in the formula for K are obtained
from the old ones by multiplying them on the left by¨˝
1 0
0 z
‚˛ and
¨˝
z 0
0 1
‚˛,
respectively. Since |z| “ 1, this does not change the operator norm of K, and the rest of the
proof goes through with no change. 
8. Compactness
The proof of Theorem 3.2 naturally divides into two steps: compactness and gluing. In
this section, we provide the necessary compactness results; the proof of Theorem 3.2 will be
completed in Section 9.
8.1. Notations. Let X be a connected smooth spin compact 4-manifold with a primitive
cohomology class γ P H1pX;Zq. We will assume that the Poincare´ dual of γ is realized by
a rational homology 3-sphere Y Ă X and choose a metric g on X which takes the form
g “ dt2`h in a product region r´ε, εsˆY . Given a real number T ą 0, consider the manifold
with long neck
XT “W Y pr´T, T s ˆ Y q
obtained by cutting X open along t0u ˆ Y and gluing in the cylinder r´T, T s ˆ Y along
the two copies of Y . This differs from the notation XR used in Section 6 by a simple re-
parametrization. In addition, for any 0 ă T 1 ă T ă 8 we will write XT “ WT 1 Y IT 1,T ,
where
WT 1 “ pr´T 1, 0s ˆ Y q YW Y pr0, T 1s ˆ Y q and IT 1,T “ r´T ` T 1, T ´ T 1s ˆ Y.
We will find it convenient to extend these notations to the case of T “ 8 by letting I8 be
the disjoint union p´8, 0s ˆ Y Y r0,`8qˆ Y and using X8 to denote the manifold W8 with
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infinite product ends, as in Section 6. When T “ 8 and T 1 is finite, the notation IT 1,8 will
mean W8 ´ intpWT 1q.
8.2. Perturbations and regularity of moduli spaces. Recall that, in order to define the
monopole Floer homology of a rational homology sphere Y in Section 2.2, we introduced
perturbations q. We will assume that our perturbation q satisfies Assumption 2 with respect
to a constant ǫ0 satisfying 0 ă ǫ0 ă ǫ1, where ǫ1 ą 0 is the constant from Proposition 7.1.
To define the morphisms (8) induced on the Floer homology of Y by the spin cobordismW ,
we will need to introduce further perturbations. To this end, consider a collar neighborhood
U “ r0, 1s ˆ BW , with t1u ˆ BW identified with the actual boundary BW “ ´Y Y Y . Let
ζ be a cut-off function which equals 1 near t “ 1 and equals 0 near t “ 0, and let ζ0 be a
bump function with compact support in p´1, 0q. Pick another perturbation p0 as in Section
2.2, and let
pˆ “ ζ ¨ qˆ ` ζ0 ¨ pˆ0, (20)
where qˆ and pˆ0 are the 4-dimensional perturbations corresponding to q and p0 respectively;
see [23, Definition 10.1.1]. This is a perturbation on W , supported in U . By gluing the
perturbations pˆ on W and qˆ on I0,T together, we obtain a perturbation pˆT on XT . Similarly,
we define a perturbation pˆ8 onW8 by gluing together the perturbations pˆ onW and qˆ on I0,8.
These perturbations give rise to the perturbed Seiberg–Witten equations, whose solutions will
be referred to as monopoles.
Let Lq be the perturbed Chern–Simons–Dirac functional as in Section 2.2. Downstairs, the
gauge equivalence classes of its critical points form the finite set
rC “ C˚ Y rθs
where rθs is the unique reducible class and C˚ consists of the irreducible classes. Given
rαs, rβs P rC, consider the following moduli spaces:
(1) the moduli space M˘ prαs, rβsq of unparameterized (downstairs) trajectories of the per-
turbed Chern–Simons–Dirac gradient flow (that is, monopoles on R ˆ Y ) limiting to
rαs and rβs at minus and plus infinity, in other words, the quotient of M prαs, rβsq by
translations, excluding the constant trajectory if rαs “ rβs, and
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(2) the moduli space M pW8, rαs, rβsq of (downstairs) monopoles on W8 limiting to rαs
and rβs at minus and plus infinity. We will write MpW8, rαsq for MpW8, rαs, rαsq.
Since q is admissible by Assumption 2, the moduli space M˘ prαs, rβsq is always regular.
The regularity of the moduli space M pW8, rαs, rβsq is proved in the following lemma.
Lemma 8.1. For any nice admissible perturbation q, there exists a nice perturbation p0 such
that, for the perturbation (20), the following conditions are satisfied:
‚ the various moduli spaces of upstairs monopoles on W8 are all regular. As a result,
the cobordism induced map W˚ : HM
redpY, sq Ñ HM redpY, sq can be defined using this
perturbation;
‚ the moduli space M pW8, rαs, rβsq is regular for all rαs, rβs P rC.
Furthermore, we may assume that p0 is nice and that it satisfies the estimate
}DpB0,0q p10p0, ψq}L2pY q ď
1
4
ǫ0 ¨ }ψ}L2pY q (21)
for any ψ P L2
k´1{2pY ;Sq, where B0 is the product connection and ǫ0 ą 0 is the constant fixed
in the beginning of this section.
Proof. The proof is a careful check that the arguments of [23, Proposition 24.4.7] hold in
our situation. We first introduce a large Banach space P of nice perturbations and form the
parametrized moduli space
MPp˚, ˚q “
ď
p0PP
Mp0p˚, ˚q.
After proving the regularity of MPp˚, ˚q, we can apply the Sard–Smale lemma to find a
residual subset U Ă P with the property that Mp0p˚, ˚q is regular for any p0 P U . In
particular, we can choose a p0 P U satisfying the estimate (21). There is one new feature in
this argument: since P only consists of nice perturbations, at a reducible monopole, we can
only obtain the transversality in the spinor direction by repeating the arguments in [23]. This
does not cause a problem for the following reason: At a reducible monopole, the linearization
of the curvature equation F`
At
“ 0 is the operator
d` : L2kpW8; iT ˚W8q Ñ L2k´1pW8; iΛ2`T ˚W8q.
Since b`2 pW q “ 0, this operator is surjective (without any perturbation). As a result, the
transversality in directions tangent to the space of connections is automatically satisfied. 
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8.3. Statement of the theorem. From now on, we will fix a perturbation q satisfying
Assumption 2 and a perturbation p0 as in Lemma 8.1. The following compactness theorem is
the main result of this section.
Theorem 8.2. Let Tn be a sequence of positive real numbers such that Tn Ñ8. Then for any
sequence rpAn, ϕnqs PMpXTnq there exist rαs P C˚ and rpA8, ϕ8qs PMpW8, rαsq such that,
after passing to a subsequence, rpAn, ϕnqs converges to rpA8, ϕ8qs in the sense of Definition
8.3 below.
Definition 8.3. Let Tn be a sequence of positive real numbers such that Tn Ñ 8. We will
say that rpAn, ϕnqs P MpXTnq converges to rpA8, ϕ8qs P MpW8, rαsq if the following two
conditions hold:
(1) there exists a sequence of L2k`1 gauge transformation un : XTn Ñ S1 such that
un ¨ pAn, ϕnq ÝÑ pA8, ϕ8q in L2k,locpW8q,
where by L2k,locpW8q convergence we mean L2k convergence on compact subsets ofW8,
and
(2) for any ǫ ą 0, there exist a real number T ą 0 and an integer N ą 0 such that, for
all n ą N , we have Tn ą T and there is a sequence of L2k`1 gauge transformations
vn : IT,Tn Ñ S1 such that›› vn ¨ pAn, ϕnq|IT,Tn ´ γα ››L2
k
pIT,Tn q
ă ǫ.
Here, γα stands for the constant trajectory of the Chern–Simons–Dirac gradient flow
(that is, a translation invariant monopole on the cylinder IT,Tn) connecting the critical
point α to itself.
Condition (2) roughly says that, up to a gauge transformation, pAn, ϕnq is a “near-constant
trajectory” when restricted to the middle of the long neck. Note that the definition of con-
vergence given on page 486 of [23] only includes condition (1). Actually, condition (2) follows
from condition (1) in our case but proving this would require some additional work. Instead
of doing this, we simply include condition (2) in our definition of convergence.
The rest of this section will be dedicated to the proof of Theorem 8.2. We begin with some
preparations.
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8.4. Topological energy. The perturbed topological energy of a configuration pA,ϕq on a
4-manifold was defined by Kronheimer and Mrowka in [23, Definition 24.6.3]. On a cylinder
ra, bs ˆ Y , the perturbed topological energy of pA,ϕq is given by
E
top
q pA,ϕq “ 2
`
Lq
`pA,ϕq|tauˆY ˘´ Lq `pA,ϕq|tbuˆY ˘˘ .
More generally, the topological energy of a configuration pA,ϕq on the cobordism WT is given
by
E
top
q pA,ϕq “ 2
`
Lq
`pA,ϕq|tT uˆY ˘´ Lq `pA,ϕq|t´T uˆY ˘˘ .
Lemma 8.4. (1) Let pA,ϕq be a monopole on a cylinder ra, bs ˆ Y then Etopq pA,ϕq ě 0, with
equality if and only if pA,ϕq is gauge equivalent to a constant trajectory.
(2) There exists a constant C such that Etopq pA,ϕq ě C for any monopole pA,ϕq on WT .
Proof. Claim (1) is clear because any monopole on a cylinder is gauge equivalent to a down-
ward gradient flow line of Lq. Claim (2) is a direct consequence of [23, Lemma 24.5.1] and the
equality of the topological and analytic energies for monopoles, see [23, Definition 4.5.4]. 
Lemma 8.5. (1) Let pAn, ϕnq be a sequence of monopoles on ra, bs ˆ Y satisfying a uniform
bound Etopq pAn, ϕnq ďM . Then, after passing to a subsequence, there exist gauge transforma-
tions un : ra, bs ˆ Y Ñ S1 and a monopole pA8, ϕ8q on ra, bs ˆ Y such that the sequence
un ¨ pAn, ϕnq converges to pA8, ϕ8q in the L2k norm on every interior domain in ra, bs ˆ Y .
(2) Let In “ ran, bns be a sequence of intervals with lim bn “ ´8 and lim an “ `8, and
pAn, ϕnq a sequence of monopoles on In ˆ Y satisfying a uniform bound Etopq pAn, ϕnq ď M .
Then, after passing to a subsequence, there exist gauge transformations un : ran, bns ˆ Y Ñ S1
and a monopole rpA8, ϕ8qs PMprαs, rβsq with rαs, rβs P C such that the sequence un ¨pAn, ϕnq
converges to pA8, ϕ8q in L2k,locpRˆ Y q.
(3) Let Tn be a sequence of positive real numbers with lim Tn “ `8, and pAn, ϕnq a sequence
of monopoles on WTn satisfying a uniform bound E
top
q pAn, ϕnq ďM . Then, after passing to a
subsequence, there exist gauge transformations un : WTn Ñ S1 and a monopole rpA8, ϕ8qs P
MpW8, rαs, rβsq with rαs, rβs P C such that the sequence un ¨ pAn, ϕnq converges to pA8, ϕ8q
in L2k,locpW8q.
Proof. This follows from [23, Theorem 10.7.1 and Theorem 24.5.2]. 
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8.5. Near-constant trajectories. For every rαs P rC, choose an open neighborhood Urαs Ă
BpY q such that UrαsXUrβs “ H when rαs ‰ rβs. In addition, for every rαs P rC, choose an open
neighborhood Urγαs of the constant trajectory rγαs P Bpr0, 1s ˆ Y q such that rpA,ϕq|ttuˆY s P
Urαs for all t P r0, 1s and all rpA,ϕqs P Urγαs. Here Bpr0, 1s ˆ Y q denotes the space of gauge
equivalent classes of L2k configurations over r0, 1s ˆ Y .
Lemma 8.6. There exists a constant ǫ0 ą 0 such that for any monopole pA,ϕq on r´1, 2sˆY
of energy Etopq pA,ϕq ď 3ǫ0 we have rpA,ϕq|r0,1sˆY s Ă Urγαs for some rαs P rC.
Proof. Suppose that this is not true. Then we can find a sequence of monopoles pAn, ϕnq on
r´1, 2sˆY such that lim Etopq pAn, ϕnq “ 0 as nÑ8 but rpAn, ϕnq|r0,1sˆY s does not belong to
any Urγαs. By Lemma 8.5 (1), after passing to a subsequence, rpAn, ϕnq|r0,1sˆY s will converge
to a monopole of zero energy, which by Lemma 8.4 (1) must be of the form rγαs for some
rαs P C. This leads to a contradiction. 
Lemma 8.7. For any real numbers M ą 0 and ǫ ą 0 there exists a constant T 1 ą 0 with the
following significance: Let T ą T 1 and let pA,ϕq be a monopole on r´T, T s ˆ Y such that
E
top
q pA,ϕq ďM and rpA,ϕq|ttuˆY s P Urαs for all t P r´T, T s.
Then for any interval rt, t ` 4s Ă r´T ` T 1, T ´ T 1s, there exists a gauge transformation
u : rt, t` 4s ˆ Y Ñ S1 such that››u ¨ pA,ϕq|rt,t`4sˆY ´ γα ››L2
k
prt,t`4sˆY q
ă ǫ.
Proof. Suppose that this is not true. Then there exist a sequence T 1n Ñ 8 and a sequence
pAn, ϕnq of monopoles on r´Tn, Tns ˆ Y with Tn ą T 1n such that Etopq pAn, ϕnq ď M and
rpAn, ϕnq|ttuˆY s P Urαs for all t P r´Tn, Tns but, for some interval rtn, tn ` 4s Ă r´Tn `
T 1n, Tn ´ T 1ns, we have››u ¨ pAn, ϕnq|rtn,tn`4sˆY ´ γα ››L2
k
prtn,tn`4sˆY q
ě ǫ ą 0
for all n and all gauge transformations u : rtn, tn ` 4s ˆ Y Ñ S1. Using the translation
invariance of the Seiberg–Witten equations on the cylinder, re-parameterize pAn, ϕnq to obtain
a monopole on r´Tn ´ tn, Tn ´ tns, called again pAn, ϕnq, such that››u ¨ pAn, ϕnq|r0,4sˆY ´ γα ››L2
k
pr0,4sˆY q
ě ǫ ą 0
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for all n and all gauge transformations u : r0, 4s ˆ Y Ñ S1. Note that lim p´Tn ´ tnq “ ´8
and lim pTn ´ tnq “ 8. Therefore, by Lemma 8.5 (2), after passing to a subsequence, we
can find gauge transformations un : r´Tn, Tns ˆ Y Ñ S1 such that un ¨ pAn, ϕnq Ñ pA8, ϕ8q
in L2k,locpR ˆ Y q, where pA8, ϕ8q is a monopole on R ˆ Y limiting to critical points in rC
at plus and minus infinity. Since the gauge equivalence class of the restriction of pA8, ϕ8q
to each slice ttu ˆ Y is contained in Urαs, and since rαs is the only critical point in Urαs,
the monopole pA8, ϕ8q much be gauge equivalent to γα (note that if Y were not a rational
homology sphere, we would need to impose the extra condition that Urαs is contractible).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that pA8, ϕ8q “ γα. But then the L2k,locpR ˆ Y q
convergence implies that ››un ¨ pAn, ϕnq|r0,4sˆY ´ γα ››L2
k
pr0,4sˆY q
Ñ 0,
which leads to a contradiction. 
Lemma 8.8. For any ǫ ą 0 there exists δ ą 0 with the following significance: For any
T ą 5 and any irreducible critical point rαs P C˚, let pA,ϕq be a monopole on r´T, T s ˆ Y
with the property that, for any rt, t ` 4s Ă r´T, T s, there exist a gauge transformation ut :
rt, t` 4s ˆ Y Ñ S1 such that
}ut ¨ pA,ϕq|rt,t`4sˆY ´ γα}L2
k
prt,t`4sˆY q ď δ.
Then there exists a gauge transformation u : r´T ` 5, T ´ 5s ˆ Y Ñ S1 such that
}u ¨ pA,ϕq|r´T`5,T´5sˆY ´ γα}L2
k
pr´T`5,T´5sˆY q ď ǫ.
Proof. This is essentially Lemma 19.3.2 of [23]. In fact, the patching argument in the proof
of Lemma 8.10 will be extracted, as in the proof of this lemma, from [23, Lemma 13.6.]. 
8.6. Broken trajectories on W8. Let gr
Q : C˚ Ñ Q be the absolute grading function [23,
page 587] on the irreducible critical points, and extend it to the unique reducible rθs by the
formula
grQprθsq “ ´2npY, h, sq
(compare with the grading in Lemma 2.4). Then, for any rαs, rβs P C˚, the expected dimen-
sions (denoted by e.dim) of the moduli spaces are as follows:
(1) e.dimpM˘prαs, rβsqq “ grQprαsq ´ grQprβsq ´ 1;
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(2) e.dimpM˘prαs, r θsqq “ grQprαsq ´ grQprθsq ´ 1;
(3) e.dimpM˘pr θs, rαsqq “ grQprθsq ´ grQprαsq ´ 2;
(4) e.dimpMpW8, rαs, rβsqq “ grQprαsq ´ grQprβsq;
(5) e.dimpMpW8, rαs, r θsqq “ grQprαsq ´ grQprθsq;
(6) e.dimpMpW8, r θs, rαsqq “ grQpr θsq ´ grQprαsq ´ 1;
(7) e.dimpMpW8, r θs, rθsqq “ ´1.
By our regularity assumption, the actual dimensions of the moduli spaces are equal to their
expected dimensions except in case (7): in this case, there is always one dimensional cokernel
of the corresponding Fredholm operator. As a result, MpW8, rθs, rθsq is a zero-dimensional
manifold which only contains reducible monopoles. Note that the moduli space M˘prθs, rθsq is
empty because we only allow non-constant trajectories in our definition of the moduli spaces
M˘prαs, rαsq.
Lemma 8.9. Let d ě 2 and suppose that rα1s, . . . , rαd´1s are critical points such that the
moduli spaces M˘prα1s, rα2sq, . . . , M˘prαd´2s, rαd´1sq and MpW8, rαd´1s, rα1sq are all non-
empty. Then d “ 2.
Proof. This follows from our regularity assumption by a simple dimension count. 
8.7. Proof of Theorem 8.2. We will follow closely the argument of [23, Section 16.2]. Let
pAn, ϕnq be a sequence of monopoles as in the statement of Theorem 8.2. Since
E
top
q
`pAn, ϕnq|r´Tn,TnsˆY ˘ “ 2 `Lq `pAn, ϕnq|t´TnuˆY ˘´ Lq `pAn, ϕnq|tTnuˆY ˘˘
“ ´Etopq ppAn, ϕnq|W q ,
we conclude from Lemma 8.4 that
E
top
q ppAn, ϕnq|W q ď 0 and Etopq
`pAn, ϕnq|r´Tn,TnsˆY ˘ ďM
for some constant M ě 0 independent of n. As a result, we obtain the uniform bounds
E
top
q ppAn, ϕnq|WT q ďM and Etopq ppAn, ϕnq|IˆY q ďM (22)
for any 0 ă T ă Tn and any interval I Ă r´Tn, Tns, which will allow us to apply Lemma 8.5.
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Choose neighborhoods Urαs and Urγαs as in Section 8.5, and let ǫ0 ą 0 be the constant
provided by Lemma 8.6. Restricting pAn, ϕnq to the slices ttu ˆ Y gives rise to a path
γn : r´Tn, Tns Ñ BpY q. For each n, consider the set
Sn “
 
p P Z | rp, p` 1s Ă r´Tn, Tns and Etopq
`pAn, ϕnq|rp,p`1sˆY ˘ ě ǫ0 ą 0 ( .
This set contains at mostM{ǫ0 elements. By passing to a subsequence, we may find an integer
j such that every set Sn contains exactly j elements, p
n
1 ă pn2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pnj . Also introduce
the integers pn0 “ r´Tns and pnj`1 “ tTnu ´ 1. After passing to a subsequence one more time,
we may assume that, for each integer m between 0 and j, either lim
nÑ8
ppnm`1 ´ pnmq “ `8 or
pnm`1 ´ pnm is independent of n. On the set t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , j ` 1u, define an equivalence relation
m1 „ m2 iff lim
nÑ8
ˇˇ
pnm1 ´ pnm2
ˇˇ ă 8.
Denote by d the number of the equivalence classes; since 0 is not equivalent to j, we must
have d ě 2. Pick representatives m0 ă m1 ă m2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă md´1, one for each equivalence
class, and let
ani “ min
m
t pnm | m „ miu and bni “ max
m
t pnm | m „ miu for 0 ď i ď d´ 1.
Then
r´Tns “ an0 ď bn0 ă an1 ď bn1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă and´1 ď bnd´1 “ tTnu ´ 1,
the difference bnm ´ anm is independent of n for 0 ď m ď d´ 1, and lim
nÑ8
panm`1 ´ bnmq “ 8 for
0 ď m ď d ´ 2. Using Lemma 8.6 together with the translation invariance of the Seiberg–
Witten equations, we obtain
γnprbnm ` 2, anm`1 ´ 1sq Ă Urαm`1s (23)
for some critical point rαm`1s. Here, we passed to a subsequence again to ensure that rαm`1s
is independent of n. Using Lemma 8.5 and passing to a subsequence if necessary we conclude
the following:
‚ There exist gauge transformations un : XTn Ñ S1 such that un ¨ pAn, ϕnq converges in
L2k,locpW8q to a monopole pA8, ϕ8q on W8. Using (23), it is not difficult to see that
rpA8, ϕ8qs PMpW8, rαd´1s, rα1sq.
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‚ Let τt denote the translation on trajectories defined by pτt ¨ γqpxq “ γpx ` tq. Then,
for every n ě 0 and 1 ď m ď d´ 2, we have
τpanm`bnmq{2 ¨ γn ÝÑ γ8,m in L2k,locpRˆ Y q,
where γ8,m is a trajectory on R ˆ Y . Since the topological energy of γnpranm, anm `
1sq is greater than or equal to ǫ0 ą 0, we conclude that γ8,m is not a constant
trajectory. Using (23), it is not difficult to see that γ8,m represents a monopole in
Mprαms, rαm`1sq.
Since all the moduli spaces Mprα1s, rα2sq, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mprαd´2s, rαd´1sq and MpW8, rαd´1s, rα1sq
are non-empty, it follows from Lemma 8.9 that d “ 2. Keeping this in mind, our earlier
discussion implies the following two results:
(A) There exist gauge transformations un : XTn Ñ S1 such that un ¨ pAn, ϕnq Ñ pA8, ϕ8q
in L2k,locpW8q for some rpA8, ϕ8qs PMpW8, rαsq, where rαs “ rα1s;
(B) There exists a constant T 1 ą 0 such that γnpr´Tn`T 1, Tn´ T 1sq Ă Urαs for all n (this
is implied by (23)).
Using Lemma 8.7, we can replace (B) by the following:
(C) For any ǫ ą 0, there exists a constant C ą 0 with the following significance: for any
n large enough so that Tn ą C ` 4 and any interval rt, t ` 4s Ă r´Tn ` C, Tn ´ Cs,
there exists a gauge transformation un,t : rt, t` 4s ˆ Y Ñ S1 such that
}un,t ¨ pAn, ϕnq|rt,t`4sˆY ´ γα}L2
k
prt,t`4sˆY q ď ǫ.
Lemma 8.10. The critical point rαs is irreducible.
This lemma will be proved in Section 8.8. For now, let us assume it and finish the proof
of Theorem 8.2. It is clear that condition (1) of Definition 8.3 follows from (A) and Lemma
8.10. Therefore, we only need to verify condition (2) of Definition 8.3. For any ǫ ą 0, let C
be the constant from (C). Choose T “ C ` 5 and let N be an integer large enough so that
Tn ą T for all n ě N . A straightforward application of Lemma 8.8 finishes the proof.
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8.8. Convergence to reducible. In this subsection we prove Lemma 8.10. The proof will
be based on the following three lemmas.
Lemma 8.11. The moduli space MpW8, rθsq contains a single point rpA0, 0qs, where A0 is a
trivial connection on W8.
Proof. Since both q and p0 are nice, we may disregard the perturbations when studying
reducible monopoles downstairs. We saw in Section 8.6 that the moduli space MpW8, rθsq
contains only reducible monopoles rpA, 0qs with F`A “ 0. Write A “ A0 ` a, where a is an
L2k differential 1-form on W8 with coefficients in iR satisfying d
`a “ 0. Integration by parts
shows that ż
W8
xda, day “ 0.
Therefore, the 1-form a is closed. Since H1pW8,Rq “ 0, there exists ξ : W8 Ñ R such that
a “ idξ, and pA, 0q is gauge equivalent to pA0, 0q via the gauge transformation u “ eiξ P
L2k`1,locpW8q. Now we use [23, Definition 24.2.1] to conclude that rpA, 0qs “ rpA0, 0qs. 
Lemma 8.12. For any ǫ ą 0 there exists a positive integer N such that, for any n ě N ,
(1) Tn ě 4
(2) There exists a gauge transformation un :W4 Ñ S1 such that
}un ¨ pAn, ϕnq|W4 ´ pA0, 0q}L2
k
pW4q ă ǫ
(3) For any interval rt, t` 4s Ă r´Tn, Tns there exists a gauge transformation un,t : rt, t`
4s ˆ Y Ñ S1 such that
}un,t ¨ pAn, ϕnq|rt,t`4sˆY ´ pA0, 0q}L2
k
prt,t`4sˆY q ă ǫ.
Proof. Claim (1) follows trivially from Tn Ñ 8. Since W4 is a compact subset of W8, claim
(2) follows from (A). To prove claim (3), let C ą 0 be the constant from (C). If rt, t ` 4s
belongs to r´Tn`C, Tn´Cs, claim (3) follows from (C). Otherwise, rt, t`4s belongs to either
r´Tn,´Tn`C`4s or rTn´C´4, Tns. For every n, these are identified with the fixed compact
subsets r0, C ` 4s and r´C ´ 4, 0s of W8 hence the result follows from (A). 
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Lemma 8.13. Let ǫ0 ą 0 be the constant fixed in the beginning of Section 8.2. Then there
exists an integer N ą 0 such that, for any n ě N , we have
}D`Anpϕnq}L2pXTn q ď
1
2
ǫ0 ¨ }ϕn}L2pXTn q.
Proof. Since pAn, ϕnq solves the perturbed Seiberg–Witten equations, we have the equality
D
`
An
pϕnq “ pˆ1TnpAn, ϕnq,
where pˆ1TnpAn, ϕnq denotes the spinor component of the perturbation term pˆTnpAn, ϕnq; see
Section 8.2. It is supported in I0,Tn Y U , where U is a collar neighborhood of BW . By our
definition of pˆTn ,
pˆ1TnpAn, ϕnq
ˇˇ
ttuˆY
“ q1
´
pAn, ϕnq
ˇˇ
ttuˆY
¯
for all t P r´Tn, Tns.
Since q satisfies Assumption 2, it follows from (6) that there exists a neighborhood V of
rθs P BpY q such that
}q1pB,ψq}L2pY q ď
1
2
ǫ0 ¨ }ψ}L2pY q
for any configuration pB,ψq with rpB,ψqs P V . But then, by Lemma 8.12, there exists a
positive integer N such that for any n ě N , we have rpAn, ϕnq|ttuˆY s P V for all t P r´Tn, Tns.
Therefore, we have the estimate
}D`Anpϕnq
ˇˇ
ttuˆY
}L2pY q ď
1
2
ǫ0 ¨ }ϕn
ˇˇ
ttuˆY
}L2pY q for all t P r´Tn, Tns,
which implies that
}D`Anpϕnq}L2pI0,Tn q ď
1
2
ǫ0 ¨ }ϕn}L2pI0,Tn q.
A similar argument involving estimate (21) shows that
}D`Anpϕnq}L2pUq ď
1
2
ǫ0 ¨ }ϕn}L2pUq.
This completes the proof of the lemma because D`Anpϕnq is supported on I0,Tn Y U . 
Lemma 8.14. For any ǫ ą 0 there exists a positive integer N such that, for any n ě N ,
there is a global gauge transformation u˜n : XTn Ñ S1 such that
}An ´ u˜´1n du˜n }C0pXTn q ă ǫ.
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Before we go on to prove this lemma, we will show how it implies Lemma 8.10. We know
from Proposition 7.1 that as nÑ8 the smallest eigenvalue of the operator D´D` on XTn is
bounded from below by ǫ21 ą 0. Therefore, for all sufficiently large n and all positive spinors
ψ,
}D`ψ }L2pXTn q ě ǫ0 ¨ }ψ}L2pXTn q.
On the other hand, consider the sequence of gauge transformations u˜n from Lemma 8.14 and
the sequence of spinors ψn “ u˜nϕn with ǫ “ ǫ0{4. Lemma 8.13 implies that
}D`
An´u˜
´1
n du˜n
pψnq}L2pXTn q ď
1
2
ǫ0 ¨ }ψn}L2pXTn q
We then conclude using Lemma 8.14 that
}D`ψn }L2pXTn q “ }D`An´u˜´1n du˜npψnq ´ pAn ´ u˜
´1
n du˜nq ¨ ψn }L2pXTn q ă ǫ0 ¨ }ψn}L2pXTn q
for all sufficiently large n, which gives a contradiction.
Proof of Lemma 8.14. Let N be as in Lemma 8.12 then, for any n ě N , there exists an
integer mn ě 1 such that ´Tn ` 2mn P rTn ´ 4, Tn ´ 2q. For 1 ď j ď mn ´ 1, we denote
the gauge transformation un,´Tn`2j of Lemma 8.12 by upn, jq. We wish to glue the gauge
transformations un, upn, 1q, upn, 2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , upn,mn´1q together with the help of cutoff functions.
First, we pick a base point o P Y . After multiplying by suitable constant gauge transfor-
mations, we may assume that
upn, jqpt´Tn ` 2j ` 2u ˆ oq “ upn, j ` 1qpt´Tn ` 2j ` 2u ˆ oq.
Since Y is a rational homology sphere, we have
upn, jq|r´Tn`2j`2,´Tn`2j`4sˆY “ eiξpn,jq ¨ upn, j ` 1q|r´Tn`2j`2,´Tn`2j`4sˆY ,
where
ξpn, jq : r´Tn ` 2j ` 2,´Tn ` 2j ` 4s ˆ Y Ñ R
satisfies
ξpn, jqpt´Tn ` 2j ` 2u ˆ oq “ 0. (24)
Now, since
}An ´ upn, jq´1dupn, jq }L2
k
pr´Tn`2j`2,´Tn`2j`4sˆY q ă ǫ
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and
}An ´ upn, j ` 1q´1dupn, j ` 1q }L2
k
pr´Tn`2j`2,´Tn`2j`4sˆY q ă ǫ,
we have
}dξpn, jq}L2
k
pr´Tn`2j`2,´Tn`2j`4sˆY q “
}upn, jq´1dupn, jq ´ upn, j ` 1q´1dupn, j ` 1q}L2
k
pr´Tn`2j`2,´Tn`2j`4sˆY q ă 2ǫ.
Together with (24), this implies that there exists a constant C2 ą 0 such that
}ξpn, jq}L2
k`1
pr´Tn`2j`2,´Tn`2j`4sˆY q ă C2 ¨ ǫ. (25)
Next, choose a bump function τ : r0, 2s Ñ r0, 1s such that τpr0, 1sq “ 1 and τpr3{2, 2sq “ 0.
We let τt : rt, t ` 2s ˆ Y Ñ r0, 1s be the function defined by the formula τtpsq “ τps ´ tq.
Extend the function τ´Tn`2j`2 ¨ ξpn, jq defined on
r´Tn ` 2j ` 2,´Tn ` 2j ` 4s ˆ Y
by zero to obtain a function
ξ˜pn, jq : r´Tn ` 2j ` 2,´Tn ` 2j ` 5s ˆ Y Ñ R.
We have }ξ˜pn, jq}L2
k`1
pr´Tn`2j`2,´Tn`2j`5sq ă C3 ǫ for a constant C3 ą 0, which implies that
}dξ˜pn, jq}C0pr´Tn`2j`2,´Tn`2j`5sˆY q ă C4 ¨ ǫ (26)
for another constant C4 ą 0. Now, for 2 ď j ď mn ´ 1, consider the gauge transformations
u¯pn, jq “ eiξ˜pn,j´1q ¨ upn, jq : r´Tn ` 2j,´Tn ` 2j ` 3s ˆ Y Ñ S1.
One can easily see that u¯pn, jq equals upn, j ´ 1q over r´Tn ` 2j,´Tn ` 2j ` 1s ˆ Y and
equals upn, jq over r´Tn ` 2j ` 2,´Tn ` 2j ` 3s ˆ Y . Therefore, the functions u¯pn, 2q,
u¯pn, 3q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , u¯pn,mn ´ 1q, together with the functions upn, 1q|r´Tn`2,´Tn`5sˆY and upn,mn ´
1q|r´Tn`2mn,´Tn`2mn`2sˆY , agree with each other on the overlaps. As a result, we can glue
them together to obtain a gauge transformation
u¯n : r´Tn ` 2,´Tn ` 2mn ` 2s ˆ Y Ñ S1.
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Since u¯n is obtained from upn, jq by multiplying by eiξ˜pn,j´1q, there is a constant C5 ą 0 such
that
}An ´ u¯´1n du¯´1n }C0pr´Tn`2,´Tn`2mn`2sˆY q ă C5 ¨ ǫ.
In our next step, we introduce uˆn “ eipa`btq u¯n, where t is the coordinate in the cylindrical
direction, and a P r0, 2πs and b P r0, π{pTn ´ 2qs are chosen so that
uˆnpt´Tn ` 2u ˆ oq “ unpt´Tn ` 2u ˆ oq
and
uˆnpt´Tn ` 2mn ` 2u ˆ oq “ unpt´Tn ` 2mn ` 2u ˆ oq.
There is a constant C6 ą 0 such that
}An ´ uˆ´1n duˆ´1n }C0pr´Tn`2,´Tn`2mn`2sˆY q ď C6 ¨ ǫ` π{pTn ´ 2q,
where, by choosing N ą 0 large enough, we may assume π{pTn´2q ă ǫ for all n ě N . Arguing
as before, we can find
ξn : pr´Tn,´Tn ` 2s Y r´Tn ` 2mn ` 2,´Tn ` 2mn ` 4sq ˆ Y Ñ R
such that eiξn uˆn equals un over the domain of ξn and
ξnpt´Tnu ˆ oq “ ξnpt´Tn ` 2mn ` 4u ˆ oq “ 0.
As before, we have the estimate
}dξn}L2
k
ă 4ǫ` b ă 5ǫ
on the domain of ξn. Let τn be a cut-off function on the domain of ξn which equals 1 when
restricted to pr´Tn ` 1,´Tn ` 2s Y r´Tn ` 2mn ` 2,´Tn ` 2mn ` 3sq ˆ Y and equals 0
when restricted to pr´Tn,´Tn ` 1{2s Y r´Tn ` 2mn ` 7{2,´Tn ` 2mn ` 4sq ˆ Y . Assume
that the C8 norm of τn is uniformly bounded for all n ě N and extend τn ¨ ξn by zero to
a function ξ˜n : W4 Ñ R. The gauge transformations eiξ˜pnq un and uˆn|r´Tn`1,´Tn`2mn`3sˆY
match on the overlap of their domains, therefore, we can glue them together to the desired
gauge transformation u˜n : XTn Ñ S1. Since u˜n is obtained by modifying un and u¯n,j using
the cutoff functions ξ˜n, ξ˜n,j and the function e
ipa`btq the estimate of the lemma can be easily
verified. 
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9. Gluing results
In this section, we will finish the proof of Theorem 3.2 by first establishing a bijective
correspondence between monopoles on XR and monopoles on W8 for all sufficiently large
R, and then matching the signs to identify #MpXR, gR, pˆRq with the Lefschetz number in
the monopole chain complex Co. To simplify notations, we will continue writing MpXRq for
MpXR, gR, pˆRq.
Theorem 9.1. Assume that the spin Dirac operator D`pW8q : L21 pW8; S`q Ñ L2 pW8;S´q
is an isomorphism. Then, for all sufficiently large R ą 0, the moduli space MpXRq is regular,
and there exists a homeomorphism
ρ : MpXRq ÝÑ
ď
rαsP C˚
MpW8, rαsq. (27)
We will first prove Theorem 9.1 by adopting the gluing techniques from [23] to the non-
separating case at hand. Theorem 3.2 will be proved at the end of this section.
9.1. Fiber products. We will be using notations from Section 8.1. Denote by M˚pXT q the
moduli space of irreducible monopoles on XT . It follows from Proposition 7.3 thatM
˚pXT q “
MpXT q for all sufficiently large T ą 0. The similarly defined moduli spaces M˚pWT 1q and
M˚pIT 1,T q will be infinite dimensional Hilbert manifolds because both WT 1 and IT 1,T have
non-empty boundary but we are not imposing any boundary conditions. By the unique
continuation theorem [23, Section 10.8], the restriction of an irreducible monopole to the
boundary is irreducible, therefore, for all 0 ă T 1 ă T ă 8 we have well defined restriction
maps
R´T 1 :M
˚pWT 1q Ñ B˚pY q ˆ B˚pY q and R`T 1,T :M˚pIT 1,T q Ñ B˚pY q ˆ B˚pY q,
where B˚pY q consists of irreducible configurations in BpY q. One can show that these maps
are embeddings of Hilbert manifolds. It will be convenient to extend these notations to the
case of T “ 8. Recall that in Section 8.1 we defined IT 1,8 “W8 ´ intpWT 1q. Let M˚pIT 1,8q
be the moduli space of monopoles pA,ϕq on IT 1,8 satisfying
lim
tÑ`8
“pA,ϕq|ttuˆY ‰ “ lim
tÑ´8
“pA,ϕq|ttuˆY ‰ P C˚.
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Then the restriction map
R`T 1,8 :M
˚pIT 1,8q Ñ B˚pY q ˆ B˚pY q
is still well defined and is an embedding of Hilbert manifolds. To unify the notations, we will
write X8 “W8 and
M
˚pX8q “
ď
rαsPC˚
M
˚pW8, rαsq.
Then, for all 0 ă T 1 ă T ď 8, we have the following commutative diagram whose unmarked
arrows are given by restriction to submanifolds
B˚pY q ˆ B˚pY q
M˚pWT 1q
M˚pIT 1,T q
M˚pXT q
R´T 1
R`T 1,T
Lemma 9.2. For all 0 ă T 1 ă T ď 8, the above diagram is a Cartesian square, that is,
M˚pXT q is homeomorphic to the fiber product
Fib pR´T 1 , R`T 1,T q “
!
px, yq PM˚pWT 1q ˆM˚pIT 1,T q | R´T 1pxq “ R`T 1,T pyq
)
.
Proof. The proof is identical to that of [23, Lemma 19.1.1], which deals with the separating
case, and will be omitted. Note that some new issues would appear if we were to glue reducible
monopoles in the blown-up moduli space but we do not deal with them here. 
In less formal terms, Lemma 9.2 asserts that the moduli spaceM˚pXT q is the intersection
of the moduli spacesM˚pWT 1q andM˚pIT 1,T q viewed as submanifolds of B˚pY q ˆ B˚pY q. We
will prove Theorem 9.1 by showing that all of these intersections occur in small neighborhoods
of constant trajectories γα, where the intersection points for sufficiently large T can be matched
with those for T “ 8 using implicit function theorem.
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9.2. Technical lemmas. The central role in our proof will be played by the following the-
orem, which is a special case of [23, Theorem 18.2.1]. When T is finite, IT will stand for
r´T, T s ˆ Y and R`T for the corresponding restriction map.
Theorem 9.3. There exists a constant T1 ą 0 such that for all T ě T1 and rαs P C˚, there
exist smooth maps
urαspT,´q : Bprαsq ÑM˚pIT q
urαsp8,´q : Bprαsq ÑM˚pI8q
which are diffeomorphisms from an open neighborhood Bprαsq Ă B˚pY q, which is independent
of T , onto neighborhoods of the constant solutions rγαs. Moreover, the maps
µrαs,T “ R`T ˝ urαspT,´q : Bprαsq Ñ B˚pY q ˆ B˚pY q
are smooth embeddings for all T P rT1,8s, and we have a C8loc convergence
µrαs,T ÝÑ µrαs,8 as T Ñ8.
Finally, there exists a constant η ą 0, independent of T , such that the image of the map
urαspT,´q contains all the trajectories rγs PM˚pIT q with }γ ´ γα}L2
k
pIT q
ď η.
Remark 9.4. In addition, we will assume that, for all S, T P rT1,8s and all rαs ‰ rβs P C˚,
impurαspS,´qq X impurβspT,´qq “ H, impµrαspS,´qq X impµrβspT,´qq “ H.
Lemma 9.5. Let η ą 0 be as in Theorem 9.3. Then one can find constants 0 ă T2 ă T3 ă 8
with the following significance: for any T P rT3,8s, any element ofM˚pXT q can be represented
by a monopole pA,ϕq such that }pA,ϕq|IT2,T ´ γα}L2kpIT2,T q ď η{2 for some rαs P C
˚.
Proof. The case T “ 8 should be clear once we remember that, for T “ 8, the notation IT2,8
means W8 ´ intpWT2q. Let us now assume that T ă 8 and suppose to the contrary that the
constants T2 and T3 do not exist. Then we can find two sequences of real numbers T
1
n ă Tn,
both going to infinity as nÑ8, and a sequence of monopoles pAn, ϕnq on XTn such that, for
any gauge transformation un : IT 1n,Tn ˆ Y Ñ S1 and any α P C˚, we have
}un ¨ pAn, ϕnq|IT 1n,Tn ´ γα}L2kpIT 1n,Tn q ą η{2
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for all n. According to Theorem 8.2, after passing to a subsequence, we may assume that
rpAn, ϕnqs converges to an element in MpW8, rα1sq for some rα1s P C˚. This leads to a
contradiction with part (2) of Definition 8.3 of convergence. 
Lemma 9.6. Let T2 and T3 be the constants from Lemma 9.5. Then for any T P rT3,`8s,
there exists a homeomorphism
M
˚pXT q “
ď
rαsPC˚
Fib pR´T2 , µrαs,T´T2q
between M˚pXT q and a disjoint union of the fiber products. Moreover, the moduli space
M˚pXT q is regular if and only if, for any rαs P C˚, the images of the maps R´T2 and µrαs,T´T2
intersect transversely in B˚pY q ˆ B˚pY q.
Proof. The first assertion is a straightforward corollary of Theorem 9.3, Lemma 9.2, and
Lemma 9.5. The second assertion is essentially [23, Theorem 19.1.4]. 
Lemma 9.7. Let Bprαsq Ă B˚pY q be an open neighborhood as in Theorem 9.3, and let
xn P Bprαsq be a sequence such that µrαs,Tnpxnq Ñ µrαs,8pxq for some Tn Ñ 8 and some
x P Bprαsq. Then xn Ñ x in the topology of B˚pY q.
Proof. This will be clear once we recall the construction of the map urαspT,´q from Section
18.4 of [23]. The tangent space TrαsB
˚pY q, denoted by K, has a decomposition K “ K`q ‘K´q
given by the spectral decomposition of the Hessian of Lq. We will denote by Π
˘ : KÑ K˘q the
corresponding projections. We will also identify small open balls Bǫprαsq Ă K of radius ǫ ą 0
with open neighborhoods Bprαsq Ă B˚pY q. According to [23, Section 18.4], for any sufficiently
small ǫ ą 0, there exist constants ǫ1 ą 0 and T1 ą 0 with the following significance: For any
T P rT1,8s and any pa, bq P Bǫprαsq Ă K`q ‘K´q , there exists a unique
rγTpa,bqs P pR`T q´1pBprαsq ˆBprαsqq Ă M˚pIT q
such that }γTpa,bq ´ γα}L2kpIT q ă ǫ
1 and pΠ`,Π´qpR`T prγTpa,bqsqq “ pa, bq. The map urαspT,´q is
then defined by the formula
urαspT, pa, bqq “ rγTpa,bqs.
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With this definition in place, write xn “ pan, bnq P K`q ‘ K´q and similarly x8 “ pa8, b8q P
K`q ‘K´q . Then µrαs,Tnpxnq “ pan, ˚, ˚, bnq and µrαs,8px8q “ pa8, ˚, ˚, b8q, where we embed-
ded Bprαsq ˆ Bprαsq into K`q ‘ K´q ‘K`q ‘K´q . From this we clearly see that µrαs,Tnpxnq Ñ
µrαs,8pxq implies xn Ñ x8. 
9.3. Proof of Theorem 9.1. Let T2 and T3 be the constants from Lemma 9.5. Using Lemma
9.6 and our regularity assumption onMpW8q we can claim that, for any rαs P C˚, the images
of the maps R´T2 and µrαs,8 intersect each other transversely and we have a homeomorphism
(bijection)
M
˚pX8q “
ď
rαsPC˚
Fib pR´T2 , µrαs,8q.
By Theorem 9.3, the maps µrαs,T converge to µrαs,8 in the C
8
loc topology as T Ñ 8. The
implicit function theorem now implies that there exists a constant T4 ě T3 such that any
py, xq P Fib pR´T2 , µrαs,8q has an open neighborhood Upy, xq Ă M˚pWT2q ˆ Brαs with the
following significance: for any T ě T4, the images of embeddings R´T2 and µrαs,T´T2 intersect
each other in exactly one point in Upy, xq, and this intersection is transverse. Therefore, our
proof will be finished once we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 9.8. There exists a constant T5 ě T4 such that, for any T ě T5 and any element of
M˚pXT q represented by
py1, x1q P
ď
rαsPC˚
Fib pR´T2 , µrαs,T´T2q,
there exists a point py, xq P Fib pR´T2 , µrαs,8q such that py1, x1q P Upy, xq.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that this is not the case. Then there is a sequence
pyn, xnq P Fib pR´T2 , µrαns,Tnq, Tn Ñ8,
representing monopoles pAn, ϕnq on XTn such that pyn, xnq R Upy, xq for any py, xq in the
fiber product Fib pR´T2 , µrαs,8q. By Theorem 8.2, after passing to a subsequence, we may
assume that rpAn, ϕnqs converges to a monopole rpA8, ϕ8qs on X8. Represent the latter by
py8, x8q P Fib pR´T2 , µrαs,8q. Then
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(a) yn Ñ y8. This follows from Part (1) of Definition 8.3 of convergence because WT2 is
a compact subset of W8 and
yn “ rpAn, ϕnq|WT2 s and y8 “ rpA8, ϕ8q|WT2 s.
(b) xn Ñ x8. This follows from Remark 9.4, which implies that rαns “ rαs for all large
enough n, and from Lemma 9.7 applied to the convergent sequence
µrαns,Tnpxnq “ R´T2pynq ÝÑ R´T2py8q “ µrαs,8px8q.
Therefore, pyn, xnq P Upy8, x8q for all sufficiently large n. This gives a contradiction. 
9.4. Proof of Theorem 3.2. All we need to do is compare the signs with which the mono-
poles corresponding to each other under the map (27) are counted in #MpXRq and LefpW˚ :
Co Ñ Coq. This is done in [11, Proposition 3] under a different Z{2 grading convention. Since
our setting here is slightly different, we give an alternative argument using excision principle.
In the product case, X “ S1 ˆ Y , the orientation transport argument of [41] (see also [55]
in the instanton setting) can be used to show that
#MpXq “ ˘χ pCoq (28)
up to an overall sign which is independent of the choice of Y . The sign is determined by the
sign fixing condition
λSWpXq “ ´λpY q (29)
of [41, Section 11.2], where λpY q is the Casson invariant normalized so that λpΣp2, 3, 5qq “
´1. To calculate the sign in (28), we will let X “ S1 ˆ Y , where Y “ Σp2, 3, 7q is the
Brieskorn homology sphere endowed with a natural metric h realizing its Thurston geometry,
and compute
λSWpXq “ #MpX, gq ´ wpX, gq (30)
with respect to the product metric g “ dt2 ` h. The correction term in this formula equals
wpX, gq “ indD`pZ8q ` 1
8
signZ,
where Z can be any smooth compact spin manifold with boundary Y . Let us choose Z to be
the plumbed manifold with the intersection form isomorphic to E8 ‘ H, where E8 is positive
definite. According to [56, Section 6], the index of D`pZ8q vanishes, therefore, wpX, gq “ 1.
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Since λpY q “ ´1 we conclude from formulas (29) and (30) that #MpX, gq “ 2. This needs
to be compared to the Euler characteristic of the chain complex Co. The latter complex is
known [40] to have exactly two generators of the same grading. Note that
´2hpY q “ 0 ą grQprθ0sq “ ´2wpX, gq “ ´2.
By [33, Lemma 2.9], the boundary map Bos : Co Ñ Cs must be non-zero. Therefore, both
generators of Co must be of odd grading, and the overall sign in formula (28) is a minus.
The general case now follows by using the excision principle for determinant bundles as in
[23, Section 25].
10. Generic metrics
This section contains two results about metrics with no harmonic spinors on two types of
spin manifolds: compact manifolds with product regions and non-compact manifolds with
cylindrical ends. These results are similar to those of Amman, Dahl, and Humbert [1] and
are proved by a modification of their argument.
10.1. Manifolds with product regions. Let X be a connected smooth spin compact man-
ifold of dimension n ” 0 pmod 4q and f : X Ñ S1 a smooth map with the primitive cohomol-
ogy class rdf s P H1pX;Zq. Let Y Ă X be a connected manifold Poincare´ dual to rdf s, and
introduce Riemannian metrics h on Y and g on X so that g “ dt2 ` h in a product region
r´ε, εs ˆ Y Ă X. According to [1, Theorem 1.1], the spin Dirac operator DpY, hq is invertible
in the Sobolev L2 completion for a generic choice of h.
Theorem 10.1. Let X be a manifold as above with a product region r´ε, εs ˆ Y and suppose
that the metric h is such that kerDpY, hq “ 0. If X is spin cobordant to zero then there exists
a metric g on X such that g “ dt2` h in the product region and D`pX, gq is invertible in the
Sobolev L2 completion.
Proof. We will use the method of transporting invertibility of the operator D`pX, gq across a
spin cobordism as in [1] but we will be more specific in choosing the cobordism.
Start with the manifold X 1 “ S1 ˆ Y with the product metric g1 “ dt2 ` h and the spin
Dirac operator D`pX 1, g1q “ dt ¨ pB{Bt`DpY, hqq. Since the operator DpY, hq is invertible, so
is the operator D`pX 1, g1q by a direct calculation.
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We claim that there is a spin cobordism from X 1 to X that contains a product region
I ˆ r´ε, εs ˆ Y , and furthermore has handles of index at most n´ 1. To prove this, write
X “W Yt´ε,εuˆY pr´ε, εs ˆ Y q and X 1 “ V Yt´ε,εuˆY r´ε, εs ˆ Y ;
see Figure 1. We assume of course that V has a product structure as well. Let us consider
U “W Y pr0, 1s ˆ t´ε, εu ˆ Y q Y V
where t0u ˆ t´ε, εu ˆ Y is identified with BV and t1u ˆ t´ε, εu ˆ Y is identified with BW .
After rounding corners, U is a spin manifold diffeomorphic to X hence U is the boundary of a
connected spin manifold R of dimension n` 1. View R as a cobordism from V to W , relative
to the product region r0, 1s ˆ BV , and give it a handle decomposition.
t0u ˆ r´ε, εs ˆ Y
r0, 1s ˆ r´ε, εs ˆ Y
t1u ˆ r´ε, εs ˆ Y
W
V
R
Figure 1. The spin cobordism
By surgeries on generators of π1pRq, preserving the spin condition, we can make R simply
connected, and cancelling the 0-handles and pn ` 1q-handles, we may assume that all the
handles have index between 1 and n. Then a standard handle trading argument can be used
to eliminate the handles of index 1 and n. Gluing this to the product region I ˆ r´ε, εs ˆ Y
gives the desired cobordism.
According to [1, Theorem 1.1], the manifold X admits a metric g such that kerDpX, gq “ 0.
This explicitly constructed metric matches the original product metric on X 1 away from
arbitrarily thin tubular neighborhoods of the surgery spheres. By construction, these spheres
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lie outside of the product region, so that the metric remains a product there. Since X is spin
cobordant to zero, we conclude that AˆpXq “ 0. Therefore, the operator D`pX, gq has zero
index and must be invertible. 
Remark 10.2. The existence of just a single metric as in Theorem 10.1 implies that the set
of such metrics is in fact generic (that is, C0 open and C8 dense) in the space of all metrics
on X with a fixed product metric on r´ε, εs ˆ Y . The proof of [35, Proposition 3.1] goes
through after one notes that fixing a product metric on r´ε, εs ˆ Y defines a convex subset
in the space of all metrics.
10.2. Manifolds with product ends. Let X be a manifold from the previous section with
a product region r´ε, εs ˆ Y and a metric g which in the product region takes the form
g “ dt2`h. Cut X open along Y “ t0uˆY into a cobordism W , and attach infinite product
ends to W . This results in the non-compact manifold
W8 “ pp´8, 0s ˆ Y q Y W Y pr0,8q ˆ Y q.
Theorem 10.3. Let us suppose that kerDpY, hq “ 0 and that X is spin cobordant to zero.
Then one can find a metric g on W8 such that g “ dt2 ` h on the product ends and
kerD`pW8, gq “ 0 in the Sobolev L2 completion.
Remark 10.4. Note that the conditions of this theorem are obviously satisfied for spin 4-
manifolds X with integral homology of S1 ˆ S3 because the spin cobordism class of such a
manifold is determined by its Aˆ–genus,
AˆpXq “ ´ 1
8
signpXq “ 0.
The rest of this section will be dedicated to the proof of Theorem 10.3. We showed in the
proof of Theorem 10.1 that X can be obtained from X 1 “ S1 ˆ Y by performing surgery
along spheres disjoint from the product region r´ε, εs ˆ Y . In the language of manifolds with
product ends, this implies that W8 can be obtained from the product manifold R ˆ Y by
performing surgeries inside a compact region in RˆY . Since kerDpY, hq “ 0, the Sobolev L2
completion of the operator D`pX 1q is obviously invertible. Therefore, we can proceed with
the construction of a desired metric on W8 exactly as in [1] making some changes along the
way to account for the non-compactness of W8.
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The first change comes up in the proof of [1, Lemma 3.4] which uses Rellich Lemma to
conclude that an L21 bounded sequence of spinors contains a strongly convergent subsequence
in L2. While Rellich Lemma fails on non-compact manifolds, the sequence of harmonic spinors
in Lemma 3.4 still admits a strongly convergent subsequence: we first apply Rellich Lemma on
the compact manifold pr´1, 0s ˆ Y q Y W Y pr0, 1s ˆY q, and then use the following estimate.
Lemma 10.5. Let X “ r 0,8q ˆ Y be a manifold with product metric g “ dt2 ` h such that
kerDpY, hq “ 0. Then there exists a constant C ą 0 such that, for any harmonic L2–spinor
ϕ on X,
}ϕ}L2pr 0,8qˆY q ď C ¨ }ϕ}L2pr0,1sˆY q.
Proof. Let tψλu be an orthonormal basis of eigenspinors of DpY, hq and let λ0 ą 0 stand for
the smallest positive λ. Since ϕ is an L2–spinor in the kernel of the operator D`pX, gq “
dt ¨ pB{Bt`DpY, hqq, it takes the form
ϕpt, yq “
ÿ
λą0
aλ ¨ e´λt ¨ ψλpyq.
A direct calculation with this formula gives
}ϕ}2L2pr 0,8qˆY q “
ż 8
0
}ϕ}2L2pY q dt “
ÿ
λą0
|aλ|2
2λ
and
}ϕ}2L2pr0,1sˆY q “
ż 1
0
}ϕ}2L2pY q dt “
ÿ
λą0
|aλ|2
2λ
¨
´
1´ e´2λ
¯
.
This leads to the desired estimate with the constant C “ 1{
?
1´ e´2λ0 . 
The rest of the proof of Lemma 3.4 goes through using exhaustion of the complement of the
surgery sphere S in W8 by the compact sets
pr´1{ε, 0s ˆ Y q Y W Y pr0, 1{εs ˆ Y q ´ USpεq,
where USpεq is the open tubular neighborhood of S of radius ε ą 0. All the lemmas used in
that proof are already proved in [1, Section 2] without the compactness assumption.
The second change comes up in the proof of Step 2 on page 537 of [53]. That step goes
through using exhaustion by the compact sets
pr´Z, 0s ˆ Y q Y W Y pr0, Zs ˆ Y q ´ USp1{Zq
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for positive integers Z. In Step 3, convergence in C1locpW8 ´ Sq of a sequence of harmonic
spinors implies only L2 convergence on compact subsets of W8´USpsq. To obtain the desired
L2 convergence on the entire W8 ´ USpsq, we use Lemma 10.5 one more time.
11. Periodic η-invariants
Let X be a connected smooth spin compact manifold of dimension n ” 0 pmod 4q and
f : X Ñ S1 a smooth map such that the cohomology class rdf s P H1pX;Zq is primitive.
Choose a connected manifold Y Ă X Poincare´ dual to rdf s. We will assume that the manifold
Y with the induced spin structure is a spin boundary and that the Aˆ–genus ofX vanishes; both
of these conditions are automatic when X is a homology S1 ˆ S3. Define the Riemannian
manifold XR with long neck as in (18). Recall that the metric gR on XR takes the form
gR “ dt2 ` h along the neck. Consider the holomorphic family
D
˘
z “ D˘pXR, gRq ´ ln z ¨ df, z P C˚.
Under the assumption that kerD`z “ 0 for all z on the unit circle |z| “ 1, the periodic
η–invariant ηpXRq was defined in [42] by the formula
ηpXRq “ 1
πi
ż 8
0
¿
|z|“1
Tr
`
df ¨D`z expp´tD´z D`z q
˘ dz
z
dt. (31)
It follows from [42, Theorem A and Remark 5.4] that the so defined periodic η–invariant is
independent of the choice of f as long as df is supported in the product region in XR, which
we will assume from now on.
Theorem 11.1. Let ηpY q be the Atiyah–Patodi–Singer η–invariant [2] of the Dirac operator
D “ ´DpY, hq.3 Assume that the operator D has zero kernel, as does the L2–completion of the
operator D`pW8q on the manifold W8 obtained from W by attaching infinite product ends.
Then the invariants ηpXRq are well–defined and, for all sufficiently large R,
ηpXRq “ ηpY q.
3The change in sign is dictated by the different conventions for the spin Dirac operator with respect to the
product metric g “ dt2 ` h used in this paper and in [42].
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Proof. The well–definedness of ηpXRq for all sufficiently large R follows from Proposition 7.3.
According to [42, Theorem A and Remark 5.4], for any spin manifold Z8pXRq whose periodic
end is modeled on pXR, gRq we have
indD`pZ8pXRqq “
ż
Z
pApZq ´ 1
2
η pXRq.
A similar formula applied to an end-periodic manifold Z8 whose end is modeled on pS1 ˆ
Y, dt2 ` hq yields
indD`pZ8q “
ż
Z
pApZq ´ 1
2
η pS1 ˆ Y q.
We know from [42, Section 6.3] that η pS1 ˆ Y q “ η pY q. By subtracting the above formulas
from each other, we conclude that ηpXRq must differ from ηpY q by an even integer. The
statement of the theorem will follow as soon as we prove that ηpXRq and ηpS1 ˆ Y q can be
made arbitrarily close by choosing sufficiently large R. The proof of this will occupy the rest
of this section. 
Remark 11.2. For any X which is spin cobordant to zero, all of the conditions of Theorem
11.1 are satisfied for the right choice of metric; see Theorem 10.3.
Remark 11.3. Because of the periodic index theorem [42] the statements of Theorem 6.1
and Theorem 11.1 are essentially equivalent to each other. What follows is an independent
proof of Theorem 11.1 using heat kernel techniques. We chose to include this proof, inspired
by [9], because it may be of interest in its own right.
11.1. Heat kernel estimates on S1r ˆY . Let S1r a circle of length r and consider a smooth
function f on its universal cover, the real line, such that fpt` rq “ fptq` 1. The cohomology
class of df generates H1pS1r ;Zq, and we will write df “ f 1puq du with respect to the natural
parameter u on the circle S1r . Consider the family of elliptic operators B{Bu ´ ln z ¨ f 1puq
with z P C˚. If Krz pt;u, vq is the kernel of the operator exp pt ¨ pB{Bu ´ ln z ¨ f 1q2q then
pB{Bu ´ ln z ¨ f 1qKrz pt;u, vq is the kernel of the operator
pB{Bu ´ ln z ¨ f 1q exp pt ¨ pB{Bu´ ln z ¨ f 1q2q.
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Lemma 11.4. There are positive constants γ and C ą 0 independent of z and r such that
the following estimates hold for all unitary z, r ě 1, and t ą 0:
|Krz pt;u, vq| ď C ¨ t´1{2 ¨ e´γpu´vq
2{t andˇˇpB{Bu ´ ln z ¨ f 1qKrz pt;u, vqˇˇ ď C ¨ t´1 ¨ e´γpu´vq2{t.
Proof. We begin by observing that, for the purpose of making kernel estimates on the circle
|z| “ 1, one may assume that f 1puq is constant and is therefore equal to 1{r. This can be seen
from the formula
zh ¨ pB{Bu´ ln z ¨ f 1puqq ¨ z´h “ B{Bu´ ln z ¨ pf 1puq ` h1puqq,
which holds for any function h defined on S1r , and the fact that adding dh does not change
the cohomology class of df . Choosing hpuq “ u{r ´ fpuq will then do the job. Conjugating
the operator by the unitary complex number zhpxq multiplies the kernel by zhpxq´hpyq hence
preserves its norm.
Let z “ eis then the kernel Krz pt;u, vq of exppt ¨ pB{Bu´ is{rqq is given by the formula
Krz pt;u, vq “
1
r
¨
ÿ
kPZ
e´t p2πk´sq
2{r2 ¨ e2πiku{r ¨ e´2πikv{r
with respect to the orthonormal basis r´1{2 e2πiku{r on the circle S1r . One can easily verify
that
Krz pt;u, vq “
1
r
¨ K1z pt{r2;u{r, v{rq,
where K1z pt;u, vq stands for the heat kernel of exp pt ¨ pB{Bu´ isq2q on the circle of length one.
It is well known that there exist positive constants γ and C independent of z such that
|K1z pt;u, vq| ď C ¨ t´1{2 ¨ e´γpu´vq
2{t for all t ą 0.
But then
|Krz pt;u, vq| ď C ¨
1
r
¨
ˆ
t
r2
˙´1{2
¨ e´γpu{r´v{rq2{pt{r2q
ď C ¨ t´1{2 ¨ e´γpu´vq2{t for all t ą 0
with the same constants γ and C independent of z and r. A similar calculation proves the
estimate on pB{Bu ´ is{rqKrz pt;u, vq as well; compare with [9, Example 2.5]. 
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Given a closed spin Riemannian manifold Y of dimension n ´ 1, consider the chiral spin
Dirac operators D˘ on S1r ˆ Y and their twisted versions D˘z “ D˘ ´ ln z ¨ df . We wish to
derive estimates on the kernels of the operators expp´tD´z D`z q and D`z expp´tD´z D`z q which
are uniform in z on the unit circle |z| “ 1 and in r. Denote by Kzpt;x, yq the kernel of the
operator expp´tD´z D`z q then D`z Kzpt;x, yq is the kernel of D`z expp´tD´z D`z q.
Lemma 11.5. Suppose that the Dirac operator D on Y has zero kernel. Then there exist
positive constants γ and C independent of z and r such that the following estimates hold for
all unitary z, r ě 1, and t ą 0:
|Kzpt;x, yq| ď C ¨ t´n{2 ¨ e´γ d2px,yq{t and (32)
|DzKzpt;x, yq| ď C ¨ t´pn`1q{2 ¨ e´γ d2px,yq{t. (33)
Proof. On the circle |z| “ 1, we have D`z “ du pB{Bu ´ D ´ ln z ¨ f 1q and D´z “ pB{Bu `
D ´ ln z ¨ f 1q du hence D´z D`z “ ´pB{Bu ´ ln z ¨ f 1q2 ` D2 and the kernel of expp´tD´z D`z q is
the product of the kernels of exp pt ¨ pB{Bu ´ ln z ¨ f 1q2q and expp´tD2q. To obtain estimate
(32), simply combine the estimate C ¨ t´1{2 ¨ e´pu´vq2{4t on the former kernel with the estimate
C ¨ t´pn´1q{2 ¨ e´γ d2px1,y1q{t for x1, y1 P Y on the latter; see Lemma 11.4 and [9, Proposition 1.1],
respectively. To obtain estimate (33), write the operator D`z expp´tD´z D`z q in the form
du
“pB{Bu ´ ln z ¨ f 1q exp pt ¨ pB{Bu´ ln z ¨ f 1q2q‰ ¨ expp´tD2q
´du ¨ exp pt ¨ pB{Bu ´ ln z ¨ f 1q2q ¨ “D expp´tD2q‰ (34)
and apply the estimates of Lemma 11.4 and [9, Proposition 1.1] twice. 
Lemma 11.6. Suppose that the Dirac operator D on Y has zero kernel. Then there are
positive constants µ and C independent of z and r such that the following estimates hold for
all unitary z, r ě 1, and t ě 8:
|Kzpt;x, yq| ď C ¨ e´µt and |DzKzpt;x, yq| ď C ¨ e´µt.
Proof. We use again the fact that the kernel of expp´tD´z D`z q is the product of the kernels
of exp pt ¨ pB{Bu ´ ln z ¨ f 1q2qq and expp´tD2q. The former is uniformly bounded for all t ě 8
by Lemma 11.4. As for the latter, note that the smallest eigenvalue of D2 is positive. Denote
this eigenvalue by λ2 then the kernel of expp´tD2q can be estimated from above by C ¨e´λ2t{2
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by [9, Proposition 1.1]. The argument for the kernel of DzKzpt;x, yq is similar using equation
(34) together with [9, Proposition 1.1]. 
11.2. Heat kernel estimates on XR. In this section, we will prove certain estimates on the
heat kernels on manifolds XR. To begin with, we will give a description of XR which differs
notationally from that in (18).
Let Y be a connected submanifold of X which is Poincare´ dual to df , and let W be the
cobordism obtained by cutting X open along Y . Assume that the Riemannian metric on X is
a product metric in a normal neighborhood r´1, 1s ˆ Y . The induced metric on W will have
product regions r´1, 0s ˆ Y and r0, 1s ˆ Y near its boundary components. We will use these
product regions to define, for every real number R ě 1, the manifold
XR “W Y pr´R´ 1, R ` 1s ˆ Y q
by gluing the product region r´1, 0s ˆ Y of the first summand to r´R ´ 1,´Rs ˆ Y of the
second, and the product region r0, 1sˆY of the first summand to rR,R`1sˆY of the second.
The gluing functions we use are linear on the first factor and are the identity on the second.
We will view the manifold r´R ´ 1, R ` 1s ˆ Y with the identified boundary components as
the product S1R ˆ Y with the circle S1R of circumference 2R` 2, cut open along a copy of Y .
Throughout this section we assume that the Dirac operator D on Y has zero kernel, df is
supported in the product region r´1, 1s ˆ Y , and f is a function of the normal coordinate u
in that region.
11.2.1. Gaussian estimates. Denote by Kzpt;x, yq the kernel of the operator expp´tD´z D`z q
on XR and by K
1
z pt;x, yq and K2z pt;x, yq the kernels of the operators expp´tD´z D`z q on,
respectively, X and S1R ˆ Y . We wish to compare the functions Kzpt;x, xq and K2z pt;x, xq
over the product region r´1, 1s ˆ Y shared by the manifolds XR and S1R ˆ Y . To this end,
define an approximate kernel of the operator expp´tD´z D`z q on XR by the formula
Kaz pt;x, yq “ ϕ1pxq ¨K1pt;x, yq ¨ ψ1pyq ` ϕ2pxq ¨K2z pt;x, yq ¨ ψ2pyq. (35)
The functions ψ1 and ψ2 here form a smooth partition of unity on XR such that supp pψ2q “
r´R´ 4{7, R` 4{7s ˆY and ψ2 “ 1 on r´R´ 3{7, R` 3{7s ˆY . The function ϕ1 equals zero
on r´R´ 1{7, R` 1{7s ˆ Y and one outside of r´R´ 2{7, R` 2{7s ˆ Y , and the function ϕ2
equals one on r´R´ 5{7, R` 5{7sˆY and zero outside of r´R´ 6{7, R` 6{7sˆY . Note that
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ϕj “ 1 on supp pψjq and that the distance between supp pBϕj{Buq and supp pψjq is greater
than or equal to 1{7, j “ 1, 2.
Remark 11.7. It is important to note that in (35) we did not twist the Dirac operators on
X because df is supported away from W in the manifold XR.
The advantage of having the approximate smoothing kernel Kaz pt;x, xq is that it is defined
on the same manifold XR as Kzpt;x, xq while
Kzpt;x, xq ´K2z pt;x, xq “ Kzpt;x, xq ´Kaz pt;x, xq
in the region r´1, 1s ˆ Y of our interest. To calculate the latter difference, consider the error
term
´Ezpt;x, yq “
ˆ B
Bt `D
´
z D
`
z
˙
Kaz pt;x, yq,
where the operator D´z D
`
z acts on the variable x for any fixed t and y. Since
pD´z D`z qpϕjKjzq “ p∆ϕjqKjz ´ 2∇∇ϕjKjz ` ϕj pD´z D`z qKjz
and both Kjz solve the heat equation, we obtain
´Ezpt;x, yq
“ ∆ϕ1pxq ¨K1pt;x, yq ¨ ψ1pyq ´ 2∇∇ϕ1pxqK1pt;x, yq ¨ ψ1pyq
` ∆ϕ2pxq ¨K2z pt;x, yq ¨ ψ2pyq ´ 2∇∇ϕ2pxqK2z pt;x, yq ¨ ψ2pyq.
(36)
In particular, Ezpt;x, yq “ 0 whenever dpx, yq ă 1{7. Following the standard argument, see
for instance [42, Section 10.4], we obtain
Kzpt;x, yq ´Kaz pt;x, yq “
ż t
0
ż
XR
Kzps;x,wq ¨ Ezpt´ s;w, yq dw ds.
The w–integration in this formula extends only to suppw Ezpt´ s;w, yq, which is contained in
N “ pr´R ´ 6{7,´R ´ 1{7s ˆ Y q Y prR ` 1{7, R ` 6{7s ˆ Y q. Therefore, the above integral
can be written in the form
Kzpt;x, yq ´Kaz pt;x, yq “
ż t
0
ż
N
Kzps;x,wq ¨Ezpt´ s;w, yq dw ds. (37)
To obtain an equation on the kernel of D`z e
´tD´z D
`
z on XR similar to (37), apply D
`
z to
both sides of that equation :
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D
`
z Kzpt;x, yq ´D`z Kaz pt;x, yq
“
ż t
0
ż
N
D
`
z Kzps;x,wq ¨Ezpt´ s;w, yq dw ds.
(38)
We will use this formula to obtain our first on-diagonal estimate on the difference between
the kernels D`z Kz and D
`
z K
a
z . The second such estimate will be coming up in Proposition
11.11.
Proposition 11.8. There are positive constants α, γ, and C independent of unitary z and
R such that the following estimate holds for x P r´1, 1s ˆ Y Ă XR and t ą 0:
|D`z Kzpt;x, xq ´D`z Kaz pt;x, xq| ď C ¨ eαt ¨ e´γR
2{t.
The proof of this proposition will use the following two lemmas which provide us with estimates
on D`z Kz and Ez which are uniform in z and R.
Lemma 11.9. There are positive constants α, γ, and C independent of unitary z and R such
that the following estimates hold for x, y P XR and t ą 0:
|Kzpt;x, yq| ď C ¨ eαt ¨ t´n{2 ¨ e´γ d2px,yq{t and (39)
|D`z Kzpt;x, yq| ď C ¨ eαt ¨ t´pn`1q{2 ¨ e´γ d
2px,yq{t. (40)
Proof. According to Lemma 11.5, such estimates hold on S1RˆY with α “ 0 and the constants
γ and C independent of z and R. According to [9, Proposition 1.1], the same estimates with
α “ 0 hold on the manifold X but only for non-twisted Dirac operators, which are exactly
the operators that X contributes into the definition (35) of the approximate kernel. Now,
the kernels of expp´tD´z D`z q and D`z expp´tD´z D`z q on XR can be constructed from this
approximate kernel by an iterative procedure using the Duhamel principle as in the proof of
[9, Theorem 2.4]. In the process, one obtains the estimates (39) and (40) on XR from the
respective estimates on S1R ˆ Y and X. The constants in these estimates will be independent
of z and R because they were already independent of z and R on S1R ˆ Y and X. One also
acquires in the process a possibly non-zero constant α which has to do with the volume of Y
and is therefore independent of z and R. 
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Lemma 11.10. There exist positive constants γ and C independent of unitary z and R such
that the following estimate holds for x, y P XR and t ą 0 :
|Ezpt;x, yq| ď C ¨ e´γ d2px,yq{t. (41)
Proof. This follows from formula (36) for the error term and the usual estimates on the kernels
K1pt;x, yq and K2z pt;x, yq and their space derivatives. That the estimates for K2z pt;x, yq are
independent of z and R follows as in the proof of Lemma 11.4 from an explicit formula for the
heat kernel on S1RˆY . The negative powers of t that show up in the estimates are absorbed into
the factor e´γ d
2px,yq{t using the observation that Ezpt;x, yq “ 0 whenever dpx, yq ă 1{7. 
Proof of Proposition 11.8. We can now proceed with estimating the difference D`z Kzpt;x, xq
´ D`z Kaz pt;x, xq for x P r´1, 1s ˆ Y using formula (38). For all z P N we have dpx, zq ě
pR´ 1q ` 1{7 ě R{2` 1{7 hence d2px, zq ě R2{4` 1{49 and (40) gives
|D`z Kzps;x, zq| ď C1 ¨ eα1s ¨ s´pn`1q{2 ¨ e´γ1 d
2px,zq{s
ď C1 ¨ eα1s ¨ s´pn`1q{2 ¨ e´1{49s ¨ e´γ1R2{4s ď C2 ¨ eα1s ¨ e´γ1R2{4s
Similarly, using (41), we obtain |Ezpt´ s; z, xq| ď C3 ¨ e´γ2R2{4pt´sq hence
|D`z Kzpt;x, xq ´D`z Kaz pt;x, xq|
ď
ż t
0
ż
N
C4 ¨ eα1s ¨ e´γR2{s ¨ e´γR2{pt´sq dz ds
ď
ż t
0
ż
N
C4 ¨ eα1t ¨ e´γR2{t dz ds ď C ¨ eαt ¨ e´γR2{t,
where we used the obvious fact that 1{t ď 1{s` 1{pt´ sq for s P p0, tq. 
11.2.2. Large time estimates. The second estimate that goes into the proof of our theorem
has to do with the smallest eigenvalue of the operator D on Y . Such estimates are well-known
for the L2–norms of heat kernels; the following proposition claims pointwise estimates.
Proposition 11.11. There exist positive constants µ and C independent of R such that
|D`z Kzpt;x, yq| ď C ¨ e´µt and |D`z Kaz pt;x, yq| ď C ¨ e´µt
for all x, y P r´1, 1s ˆ Y Ă XR and t ě 8.
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Proof. The estimate for D`z K
a
z pt;x, yq is precisely the second estimate of Lemma 11.6. The
following proof is modeled after the proof of [9, Proposition 1.1].
We begin with an observation about the Sobolev spaces on XR with a fixed R. For a
unitary z and a non-negative integer s, define the Sobolev norm
}ϕ}L2spzq “ }ϕ}L2 ` }Dszϕ}L2 .
This norm is equivalent to the Sobolev norm
}ϕ}L2s “ }ϕ}L2 ` }Dsϕ}L2
meaning that the identity operators Id : L2spzq Ñ L2s and Id : L2s Ñ L2spzq are bounded. The
norms of these operators are continuous functions of z which achieve their absolute minimum
and maximum on the circle |z| “ 1. Therefore, there exist positive constants m and M
independent of z P S1 such that for all ϕ we have
m ¨ }ϕ}L2s ď }ϕ}L2spzq ď M ¨ }ϕ}L2s . (42)
With this understood, let Dz ϕk “ λk ϕk be the spectral decomposition of the full Dirac
operator Dz with }ϕk}L2 “ 1 (both ϕk and λk depend on z but we omit this dependence from
our notation). We first estimate
Kzpt;x, yq “
ÿ
k
e´t λ
2
k ¨ ϕkpxq ¨ ϕkpyq.
Use the Sobolev embedding theorem with s “ 2n, see for instance [14, Lemma 1.1.4], and
inequality (42) to obtain the following pointwise estimates
|ϕkpxq| ď a ¨ }ϕk}L2
2n
ď pa{mq ¨ }ϕk}L2
2npzq
“ pa{mq ¨ p1` λ2nk q
with the constants a and m independent of z and k. For any t ě 8, we have
|DzKzpt;x, yq| ď pa{mq ¨
ÿ
|λk| e´tλ2k ¨ p1` λ2nk q2
ď pa{mq ¨ pp2nq!q2 ¨
ÿ
e´pt´3q λ
2
k
ď pa{mq ¨ pp2nq!q2 ¨
ÿ
e´pt´4q λ
2 ¨ e´λ2k ď C1 ¨ e´λ2t{2
with some positive constants µ and C1 independent of z. In the last line, we used the condition
that kerDz “ 0 on the circle |z| “ 1 to guarantee that the smallest eigenvalue of the family
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D2z over z P S1 is positive; we call this eigenvalue λ2. We also used the fact thatÿ
|λk| e´λ2k (43)
is a continuous function of z P S1 to estimate it from above by a constant independent of z.
The constants in the estimates depend on R in two different ways. One is via the smallest
eigenvalue λ which by Proposition 7.3 is bounded away from zero by a positive constant for
all sufficiently large R. The other is via the function (43) which can be shown to be bounded
for t ě 8 using [42, Lemma 10.13] and Proposition 7.3. 
11.3. Proof of Theorem 11.1. For our choice of df , the difference between ηpXRq and
ηpS1R ˆ Y q is given by integrating the quantityż
r´1,1sˆY
Tr pdf ¨ pD`z Kzpt;x, xq ´D`z Kaz pt;x, xqqq dx,
with respect to t and z as in formula (31) (in the above formula, Tr stands for the matrix trace).
The quantity D`z Kzpt;x, xq´D`z Kaz pt;x, xqq has been estimated twice, first by C ¨eαt ¨e´γR
2{t
for t ą 0 in Proposition 11.8 and then by C ¨ e´µt for t ě 8 in Proposition 11.11. The graphs
of eαt´γR
2{t and e´µt intersect at the point t “ βR, where
β “
c
γ
α` µ.
Therefore, for sufficiently large R and after adjusting the constants C, we can use the first
estimate on the interval 0 ă t ď βR and the second on the interval βR ď t ă 8. Since
both estimates are independent of x and z, we can integrate them with respect to these two
variables. The integration results in estimating the distance between ηpXRq and ηpS1R ˆ Y q
by a uniform constant times the integral
ż βR
0
eαt´γR
2{t dt `
ż 8
βR
e´µt dt.
The latter integral can easily be estimated from above by
β ¨R ¨ epαβ´γ{βqR ` p1{µq ¨ e´µβR.
Since αβ ´ γ{β is negative, the difference between ηpXRq and ηpS1R ˆ Y q must approach zero
as RÑ8. This completes the proof of Theorem 11.1.
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